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Chapter 831 First Kill 

When Atimo’s fleet was wiped out, Han Xiao, who was currently slacking off in the Garu Star Cluster, 

received a report from Phillip. The information collated by the Great Cosmos Corps had been sent over 

to him. 

“Let me see my reward…” Han Xiao began to look through the information excitedly. 

The Great Cosmos Corps had discovered many different planets over the past few years and a few Star 

Systems scattered all around the Garu Star Cluster. 

A portion of these planets had natives living on them, but these natives were all enslaved by the Great 

Cosmos Corps. The information in the Great Cosmos Corps’ database was not just words but also 

included some videos of the entire process of capturing a new planet. 

Shaking his head, Han Xiao contacted the chief commander, Tarrokov. 
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“The information from the Great Cosmos Corps is in my hands. I will send a copy to you.” 

“Good job.” Tarrokov briefly looked through the document and said with a smile, “The dynasty will take 

note of your contribution.” 

Before Han Xiao could say anything, a notification popped up on his interface. 

_____________________ 

Advertisement 

You have submitted [Great Cosmos Corps Exploratory Information]! 

+1,500 the Crimson Dynasty Contribution Points. 

+550 Exploration Points. 

[Flickering World—The First Phase] rating increased 

_____________________ 

The Flickering World mission was a faction mission, and the exploration of Garu was the first phase. All 

the players would share the mission rating, and the mission rating would be dependent on the 

Exploration Points. 

After a month of exploration, everyone’s mission rating was originally D-, but everyone’s rating had 

increased to grade D. 

Although it did not seem like much, this was a S+ grade mission, and every small increase in the rating 

would take a very long time. The increase would also become more difficult toward the end. 



However, the 1,500 the Crimson Dynasty Contribution Point was the reward that he was the most 

excited about. He had spent 6,000 Contribution Points on the Ultimate Knowledge [Mechanical Life 

Tinder], and he still had just over 2,000 Contribution Points left. 
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Having obtained 1,500 Contribution Points in one go, he only needed slightly more than 2,000 points to 

exchange for a new Ultimate Knowledge. Because of his status, the price of an Ultimate Knowledge was 

discounted. In his previous life, players needed 12,000 Contribution Points to purchase one. 

However, ordinary players could obtain a rank when they joined the Crimson Dynasty and do missions to 

increase their rank. The higher their rank, the greater the discount that they could enjoy. However, even 

the maximum discount that they could obtain did not reach his fifty percent discount. 

The hidden mission that Maple Moon had discovered gave him great reward, and Han Xiao was truly 

overjoyed. 

He definitely had to reward such a capable player greatly so that the other players would be encouraged 

to dig out other hidden missions. 

As he was checking the interface, Tarrokov did not stop talking. “This report will save us a great deal of 

manpower. I will get people to enter the information into a star map. Since you have already sent 

people to wipe out the Great Cosmos Corps, you can temporarily take over their territory. You can also 

leave some manpower to mine for resources in the center of Garu.” 

“Alright.” Han Xiao smiled. This was also his motive. 

Compared to the Star Systems in the periphery, the center of a Star Cluster was the most prosperous 

region. In order to wipe out the Great Cosmos Corps, his expedition forces had the perfect excuse to set 

up a long-distance travel route, and he would be able to enter the center of the Star Cluster in the future 

directly. This way, he would be able to discover all the famous planets and fill up his warehouse secretly. 

As long as he discovered a territory first, the other allies of the dynasty who joined in later would not be 

able to snatch it from him. If he could take the most prosperous region of the Star Cluster, he would be 

able to earn the most from this mission. 

Furthermore, now that he had already made a long-distance trip once, the others would not be 

suspicious of him if he ran to the east secretly to find the Universal Treasure. 

Tarrokov then said that he would report the matter to the dynasty and let the dynasty reward him with 

resources and manpower. 

After chatting for a while more, they hung up. 

Han Xiao then connected to Phillip’s view, and he could see the battle between the players and Atimo, 

which was a few Star Systems away. 

… 

Boom! 



Explosions were never-ending! 

The flood of players charged toward Atimo, who was in the center. 

Atimo fought valiantly and weaved around the crowd to avoid all the attacks while launching laser 

beams from every part of his body. He was like a walking artillery tower, shooting at the crowd in all 

directions. 

Beams of light shot through the crowded battlefield, and explosions could be seen all around, sending 

many human figures covered in shield lights flying. 

The battle had already been going on for a long while, and the battlefield was covered in a myriad of 

colors from the various abilities of the players. Atimo had no less than thirty negative statuses on him. 

Although these statuses did not last long, the sheer number of players he faced meant that the statuses 

kept refreshing. 

With the huge gap in their levels, Atimo had the advantage in speed, and the players were not able to 

lock onto him or stabilize the aggro. It was akin to the players of the different regions facing Atimo’s 

attacks at random. As long as they met Atimo, the players who had only just reached Grade B were not 

able to tank the damage. 

Players were usually in parties that only consisted of a few dozen players at the very most in the 

dungeons, and this was the first time that they had fought a boss with so many players together. Every 

party wanted to output as much damage as they could, and they were not afraid of friendly fire. As such, 

the battlefield was extremely chaotic. 

The difficulty of this battle was much higher than what the players had expected, and all the tactics that 

they had thought of beforehand were completely useless. They could only react to the situation on the 

spot. 

However, the players did not know that the pressure that Atimo was enduring was many times greater 

than theirs. 

Atimo weaved through the crowd and wanted to use the crowd as his human shield and make the 

players cautious about friendly fire, thus reducing the intensity of the attacks. However, he was shocked 

to realize that this bunch of people could not have cared less about the deaths of their comrades and 

would go all out even if it meant the death of their comrades. 

Even the cold Atimo could not help but be startled by the players. Even though he did not have any way 

to escape and the other party already had the upper hand, they still engaged in such a cruel method, 

disregarding the number of casualties! 

This was far too cold blooded. The Black Star Army was actually so unscrupulous in their means! 

Since the players were not afraid of their deaths, his strategy was completely useless. Atimo could only 

endure the firepower coming from all directions and had to exhaust energy to maintain his shield. 

The attacks of the players were only at the Grade B level, but Atimo did not dare use his body to tank 

the collective damage of all the players. After all, he did not have a powerful physique. 



His shield was unable to block out all the damage, especially the Psychic attacks that came from time to 

time, which gave him a huge headache. Most of the negative statuses inflicted on him were from the 

Psychic attacks. 

Atimo also had plenty of injuries all over his body, and his health was slowly decreasing. He did not have 

a powerful recovery capability, so his recovery speed could not keep up even if he used his energy to 

stimulate the recovery of his cells. 

Furthermore, with his energy being depleted so quickly, Atimo felt that it was becoming more and more 

impossible for him to kill all the enemies. 

Although Atimo felt this way, he would not surrender as long as he had the slightest bit of hope. 

Even if I can’t escape, I have to deal the greatest amount of damage that I can! Atimo thought to 

himself. 

Even if he died, he wanted to bite off a huge piece of flesh from the Black Star Army. Since these 

enemies were so crazy in their attacks, he would be able to cause the maximum amount of damage to 

his enemies. 

Atimo’s body flashed, and he appeared in another region. All of a sudden, a cracking sound could be 

heard under his feet as he stepped into a series of mechanical traps. The powerful magnetic force tied 

his body down and slowed his movements greatly. 

“Everyone, come over! I caught him!” one of the players cried out. 

The players in the surroundings immediately unleashed all their firepower on Atimo. 

Atimo let out a low growl, and his energy shield glowed brightly. The bullets rained down on his shield, 

and sparks could be seen bursting all around. 

Boom! 

Energy beams shot out in all directions, and the artillery towers that were near him exploded. 
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Following which, he stomped on the ground and destroyed the mechanical traps under his feet, 

obtaining freedom. Just when Atimo wanted to retreat, he suddenly felt a wave of dizziness, and more 

than ten Psychics around him each greeted him with a mental attack. 

In the momentary delay, a large group of Pugilists took the opportunity to charge forward, and their 

flaming fists crashed down on Atimo’s shield. 

Boom boom boom! 

The shield began flickering, and Atimo gritted his teeth. He then waved his arm, and an energy whip 

shot out and swept all the incoming Pugilists away. 

Fighting on the ground was extremely disadvantageous to him, so Atimo tried to take flight again. 

However, he had only flown a few meters into the air before feeling a powerful sense of obstruction, 

which slowed his movements down greatly. 



Raising his head to look up, there were countless magical formations floating in the sky to prevent him 

from flying. 

It was impossible for Grade B Mages to stop him even if they stacked their formations, but it would take 

a long time for Atimo to weave through the anti-flying region. He did not dare do that as it would turn 

him into a live target. 

Furthermore, even if he was able to fly, the enemy could still chase after him if he did not wipe them 

out. He did not think that his own flying speed was faster than a spaceship, and he would not be able to 

escape since he was stuck on the planet. 

Both parties were locked in a long battle, and Atimo could feel a sense of fatigue. 

He could not remember how many he had killed already. It could be tens of thousands, and the friendly 

fire among the enemy had probably killed even more people than him. 

“A bunch of maniacs!” Atimo spat out a mouthful of spittle and dragged his heavy body to continue 

fighting. 

His energy was already running out, and his body felt heavier and heavier by the second. 

“It seems I don’t stand a chance…” Atimo’s heart sank, and he became even more ferocious. 

At least the enemy suffered more casualties! He had to drag as many people to die with him as possible! 

At this moment, Atimo avoided another wave of fire and looked around to observe the densely packed 

enemy around him. All of a sudden, he felt something extremely strange about the battle. 

After fighting for such a long time, he should have killed many enemies, and the enemies obviously did 

not have any reinforcements. Why did it seem that the number of enemies had not changed at all‽ 

Atimo was stunned. 

In his world view, death was certain, and there was no such thing as revival. Thus, he did not pay close 

attention to the number of enemies that he had to face. Furthermore, the battlefield was extremely 

chaotic, and there were thousands and thousands of enemies. He did not have the time to recognize the 

faces of every individual. Together with the fact that he was trapped in a dangerous situation, he only 

managed to notice that something was wrong. 

After realizing this, Atimo began to observe the people around him carefully, and his expression changed 

greatly. 

“This bunch of people… are actually undying‽” 

Atimo’s expression changed drastically, and he had a look of disbelief on his face. A deep sense of 

despair filled his heart and spread out to his entire body. 

No wonder… No wonder they don’t care about the fatalities. It turns out that this group of people don’t 

even know the concept of death… 

He had thought that he was causing severe damage to the enemy, but it turned out that it was only a 

naïve thought. His own retaliation was a pointless struggle. 



If it was only because he had to face a large number of enemies, Atimo would still have had the desire to 

fight them to the death. But after discovering that the enemy could still revive, Atimo’s mental state 

completely collapsed. He fell into complete despair, and his will to fight completely disappeared. 

“Argh!” Atimo’s final trace of hope was destroyed, and he let out a roar to the heavens. He then burst 

forth with all his remaining strength without reserving the slightest bit of energy. 

Boom! 

More than ten thick pillars of lights swept throughout the battlefield, and all those who came into 

contact with one were instantly killed. Just this attack alone had wiped out more than ten thousand 

players. 

“Take note! Everyone drop! This should be the final phase of the boss. We are going to enter the final 

struggle!” 

All the parties hurriedly dropped to the ground, and the pillar of light floated past their heads. However, 

the burning energy source still caused some damage to them. 

The light pillars disappeared quickly, and Atimo’s body shook unsteadily from side to side as though he 

would fall over at any moment. 

Bang! 

A cannonball sent Atimo crashing to the ground. As all the players witnessed this scene, they hurriedly 

got up and began spamming all their attacks at Atimo. 

Atimo, who had lost his will to fight back, was like a doll for everyone to snatch. His limbs were quickly 

torn apart, and his body was tortured by the players. His eyes gradually became unfocused, and the 

players around him were like demons in his eyes. 

Before his death, Atimo suddenly imagined the faces of all the players becoming his face. 

He suddenly thought about his many years of robbing and pillaging. 

Could this be his retribution? 

Puchi! 

The next moment, his head was ripped off by someone, and his sight turned gray. 

“Hahaha! The reward for killing him is ours!” a player from Dynasty cheered. 

Second Prince then waved Atimo’s head excitedly, and King Admiral shook his head by the side. 

“Tsk, it actually belongs to Dynasty.” 

“I died three times but didn’t even manage to touch a single hair on his body. What a loss.” 

“Why don’t we get rid of some over here?” 

The professional players of the other teams looked at Dynasty greedily. 



Vodka and Captain Old Henry were disappointed that the reward of the boss had been snatched by the 

large clubs. Dynasty would probably be a powerful enemy again during the upcoming Pro League. 

During the battle previously, they had aimed their attacks at the Chinese players and wanted to pretend 

that it was accidental friendly fire. However, they also realized that they had suffered from an unusually 

large amount of friendly fire, and each of them had died an average of three times. They were probably 

the targets of the Chinese players as well. 

Although the ordinary players did not receive the reward, they were still extremely excited. 

Atimo was the first Calamity Grade Super that had died by their hands! 

This was the first Calamity Grade kill for the players! 

On the other side, Han Xiao had also received a report from Phillip and heaved a sigh of relief. 

“They finally killed a Calamity Grade…” 

If it was a Calamity Grade like Ember, it would have been impossible for the players to kill him regardless 

of how many times they revived. 

However, Atimo did not have such a perverse ability and was only an ordinary Calamity Grade Super. 

Phillip had caused the spaceship to crash, but the players had their spaceships to chase after him. Thus, 

Atimo did not have any route of retreat and had no choice but to face the players. Since the players had 

the strength of a Grade B Super, their strength had achieved a qualitative change, and Atimo could only 

die with regrets. 

In Han Xiao’s eyes, this event would be a milestone that belonged to the players, and it was also the 

turning point for the players’ thoughts. 
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In his previous life, the players had only managed to get rid of a Calamity Grade Super during Version 

4.0. After that, the players knew that they could have the strength of an ordinary Calamity Grade Super, 

and their mental state had a subtle change. They became even more confident in themselves… and 

more death seeking. 

This was something that could not be avoided as the players were extremely opinionated. However, this 

influence was limited at the moment. Han Xiao’s personal combat strength and organization were 

sufficient to suppress the little demons in all the players. 

He had intentionally allowed the players to deal with Atimo so that they could get rid of a Calamity 

Grade Super as members of the Black Star Army. If they did not have Phillip’s help, they would not have 

been able to stop Atimo from escaping, and it would have been impossible for them to kill the first 

Calamity Grade boss. 

As such, this first kill was the fruit of the players’ effort and also the strength of the faction. As long as 

the players understood this, their sense of belonging to the faction would only increase. 

Furthermore, this first kill was a milestone event and a combined activity of the army. Through this 

incident, this would tie even more players to the army. 



Chapter 832 Merit Seeker 

After getting rid of Atimo, the [Wipe Out the Great Cosmos Corps] mission did not end immediately, and 

there were still other players chasing after the other members of the Great Cosmos Corps who had 

escaped. 

With the battle ending, the hundreds of thousands of players checked their interface and saw a 

notification. 

_____________________ 

The Black Star Army has submitted [Great Cosmos Corps Exploratory Information]! 

[Flickering World—The First Phase] rating increased. 
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_____________________ 

Through the Flickering World Main Storyline Mission, Han Xiao was not the only one who received this 

notification, and the players also received it. 

This was the army helping them to increase their benefits. 

The players were all overjoyed, and the accumulated Exploration Points should be enough to let their 

Mission Rating increase from D to C after this mission. 
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Apart from the players, no living beings were left behind on the battlefield. The players then entered the 

wreckage of the different battleships in search of their spoils of war. Although the technological 

standard of the Great Cosmos Corps was far from that of the Black Star Army, the players would never 

leave empty handed and swept across the battlefield like a swarm of locusts, taking everything that was 

valuable away. 

The circular mountain range was left with craters all around and the wreckages of the different 

battleships sticking out from the ground. The players boarded the spaceships and left the planet, leaving 

behind the mess of their battle and a ground full of corpses that none of them could be bothered to deal 

with. 

… 

On the forums, the players who participated in the battle to kill Atimo began to show off their 

achievement. As the first Calamity Grade Super that they had killed, it was an extremely memorable 

event. There were some who had immediately recorded the event in the Galaxy Chronicles. 

‘In year 705 of the Galaxy Calendar, we completed the first kill of Atimo.’ 

All of them were naturally proud of their achievement. It has already been three versions, and they had 

first seen a Calamity Grade Super in Version 2.0. During Version 3.0, they had personally participated in 

battles with Calamity Grade Supers, and the strength of the Calamity Grade had already been imprinted 

into their hearts. At this moment, they had finally gotten rid of one by themselves. 



Even though they had surrounded their enemy with well over a hundred thousand people, their enemy 

was a native, and they had only succeeded because the army blocked their enemy’s escape route—the 

players were still extremely excited. 

Since a long time ago, many had analyzed that as long as there were no major changes to the various 

grades, the players would become more and more important in the galaxy as their levels increased. This 

first kill was evidence that supported this theory. 

As such, many players looked forward to the next version. 
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Perhaps we can also have a fist fight with Heber and kick Psyker around some day. 

It was a pity Han Xiao did not know of the dreams of these players. If he did, he would definitely not 

allow them to continue enjoying their dreams and show them that their dreams were completely 

empty. 

The one who took the reward for the kill was Dynasty. As a famous Chinese guild, the players were not 

too surprised that they were able to get the kill. In fact, the Chinese players would not be surprised if it 

was anyone of the four great guilds that got the kill. However, if it was any other guild or an ordinary 

player who got the kill, the players would then think that it was dog-sh*t luck. 

Looking at Dynasty showing off their reward for the kill, all the players could only watch with envy with 

the other guilds being the ones who were the most envious. 

This was the first kill for a Calamity Grade Super. The reward aside, the fame brought about by this first 

kill was what the guilds sought the most. This would be the glory of the guild that they could use to 

attract other members. Even if the other guilds could kill a few Calamity Grade Supers after this, the 

meaning would be completely different from a first kill. 

Second Prince was the one who completed the final attack, and he posted the pictures of the kill happily 

on the forums. He could not help but boast about his achievement. 

Although he was a professional player, he had never bothered about his own personal image. As the 

number two player in Dynasty, he had always wanted to overthrow King Admiral and gave off the 

impression of someone both mischievous and arrogant. 

However, after Maple Moon revealed her own mission under the urging of Frenzied Sword, all the 

players’ attention was immediately drawn over to her. 

Maple Moon revealed how she had discovered the coordinate marker and her own personal mission. 

All the players had assumed that attacking the Great Cosmos Corps was an order from the dynasty; they 

only realized that this entire mission was a storyline created by a single player after seeing her thread! 

To them, this was the largest influence that the players had on the army! 

“Oh my goodness, this was actually a player-triggered hidden mission‽” 



“Maple Moon? This name sounds pretty familiar… Eh? Isn’t she the one who followed our Army 

Commander since very early on in the first version?” 

“To think that she was actually able to discover such a hidden mission. What good luck she has.” 

Many players became extremely envious of Maple Moon. She had remained extremely quiet throughout 

the past two versions, and she had stunned the entire world with her actions in one fell swoop. 

In Han Xiao’s previous life, Maple Moon had been extremely famous for digging out hidden storylines. 

She had gradually become famous in Version 3.0 and emerged as a black horse in the third Pro League. 

This was not too strange as there were black horses every year, with the third Pro League having the 

most. Version 3.0 was the time for the Mechanics to rise and, almost 80% of the black horses were the 

Mechanics who had an extremely awkward position in the first two seasons. 

The rewards of her solo mission were extremely plentiful, and it was even more than the reward to kill 

Atimo. Thus, the players on the forums all had their eyes turn green with envy. She did not even need to 

kill the boss and could get a reward even greater than killing the boss just by slacking off by the side! 

This was too good a deal! 

Second Prince also stopped boasting and joined the envious army. Compared to the other aloof 

professional players, he was extremely active and enjoyed playing together with the ordinary players. 

However, Maple Moon’s thread also contained the reward that Black Star gave to her through the 

faction interface. 

_____________________ 

You have triggered Faction Mission [Black Star’s Generosity] 

Mission complete! 

Due to your contribution, your faction [Black Star Army] has rewarded you for your exploration. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

+10 Favorability with Black Star 

You have received 25,000,000 Experience, 200,000 Enas, and 2,000 Black Star Army Contribution Points. 

Your army rank increased by one grade. 

You have received a new title: [Merit Seeker] 

Merit Seeker: A glorious title in the Black Star Army. You can receive materials, resources, or equipment 

of no more than 500 Enas daily for free and 1,000 army Contribution Points every month. Any member 

of the army who provides special information can receive this title (Only limited to the Flickering World 

mission). 

_____________________ 

Looking at the reward that the army gave to Maple Moon, the players could not help but drool. 

My goodness, the army’s reward is even more fantastic. 



Two hundred thousand Enas was no small sum, and there was the unique army title. The effect of this 

title was just too tempting. Five hundred Enas of resources for free every day. This was 10,500 in a 

month and 180,000 in a year! The long-term benefits of such a title were truly amazing, and it was akin 

to earning money just by sitting at home! 

It had always been them spending money in the army, and this was the first time that they had seen 

someone taking money from the army. 

Han Xiao’s objective of issuing such a mission was very obvious. 

Do you see that? That is the treatment of a meritorious subject! 

Even though both were army titles, [Secret Warrior] and [Merit Seeker] were extremely different. The 

former was given to everyone who participated in the secret war whereas Maple Moon was the only 

one who had the latter. 

This also verified one of the players’ guesses. As long as the method was right, they could directly affect 

the actions of the entire faction. Many people could not help but be excited at this revelation. 

Through Maple Moon’s thread, many players understood how they could replicate this incident. The 

only way for them to do so would be to search for hidden missions and hand them over to the army! 

“Since the army is exploring the Flickering World, we should be able to gain the [Merit Seeker] title as 

long as we find some hidden information similar to the Great Cosmos Corps, right?” 

“This is definitely the case! The army has such a title to encourage us to dig out hidden missions for 

sure!” 

With Maple Moon as an example, all the players became excited, and their passion to search for hidden 

missions was ignited. 

… 

Looking at the drooling players on the forums, Han Xiao could not help but chuckle to himself. 

He had given Maple Moon a title that had both glory and benefits so that the other players would be 

encouraged to find more hidden missions and hand them over to him. 

After all, it was the player’s specialty to find hidden missions, and they might be able to find the second 

fragment of the [Bold Explorer] skill. 

Apart from this, he also intended to groom Maple Moon. This lady was a character who had risen to 

prominence in Version 3.0 in his previous life. As the trainer of the Mechanic class, if the Mechanics 

were able to obtain a good result during the upcoming Pro League, it would give him more opportunities 

to bluff… ahem… attract new players to choose the Mechanic Class. This way, he would have more crops 

to harvest. 

Maple Moon was the black horse in this Pro League, and Han Xiao did not mind letting this black horse 

become blacker. With so many rewards, Maple Moon would probably be the first player to reach the 

maximum level. 



The other players were still chasing the remnants of the Great Cosmos Corps and taking over the 

territories of the Great Cosmos Corps according to the data. Since nothing else would go wrong, Han 

Xiao left the rest to the players, and he no longer paid attention to it. 

Looking around, apart from the various operators, the only two Officers in the room were Feidin and 

Aurora. 

Aurora was currently seated in front of a control panel with her head crooked as though she was about 

to fall asleep. She did not need to manage the autopilot, and she was already drifting off to dreamland. 

On the other side, Feidin sat on the sofa and had his eyes shut in meditation. Who knew if he was 

training his mental force or bickering with Chen Xing in his head? 

The other Black Star Guards spent most of their time in the combat room under the lead of Hila. The 

exploration had already been going on for more than a month, and after the initial excitement during 

the starting phase, the others could not be bothered to monitor the progress carefully every day. Hila 

truly could not stand slacking off beside Han Xiao every day and thus dragged the other Black Star 

Guards to train bitterly with her. 

“A woman with the motivation to improve is still pretty attractive.” Han Xiao shook his head and 

entered the quantum network to contact Planet Aquamarine. 

The Black Star Army had already set up a quantum network in the Dawn Star Cluster, and he was able to 

communicate with the Shattered Star Ring through his army’s channel. He did not have to go through 

the Crimson Dynasty as a middleman anymore. 

Floating Dragon had remained at Planet Aquamarine for more than a month, and Han Xiao’s main 

purpose of contacting Planet Aquamarine was to ask them about Floating Dragon’s situation. 

Not too long later, Bennett came online. After a period of not contacting Bennett, his voice suddenly 

seemed full of energy. 

Bennett reported the recent situation. Floating Dragon had begun their expansion over the past month, 

and a large number of people and financial groups had flooded over because of Floating Dragon’s name. 

Because of this, Planet Aquamarine had received new opportunities for growth. 

With Planet Aquamarine’s current development speed, Bennett felt that he would be able to move his 

plan of having colonial planets forward by a few decades. While this was not an easy task to a native 

civilization like theirs, it would be much easier for them to do so with the aid of so many galactic 

organizations. 

With Floating Dragon’s protection, the immigrants of the colonial planets would be protected, and 

Bennett planned to use five years to digest the benefits brought about by Floating Dragon before 

officially starting his plan to expand outward. He called it the five-year plan, and Han Xiao was truly 

shocked when he heard it. 

After reporting the development of Planet Aquamarine, Bennett suddenly mentioned something else. 

“With regards to the extremist group of the Star Pupil Holy Race attacking Planet Aquamarine, I have 

already gathered the necessary evidence and am planning to mention it during the upcoming Civilization 

Conference…” 
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“Not bad. We must make good use of our status.” Han Xiao nodded. Since Psyker’s race had made a 

mistake, there was nothing wrong with making the leader take the blame for it. 

“I will join in the meeting through a holographic projection. Black Star, would it be convenient for you to 

join in the meeting as well?” 

Psyker was a Beyond Grade A figure after all, and Bennett felt that his status was not sufficient to deal 

with Psyker. Since Black Star was the representative of Planet Aquamarine, it was normal for him to 

participate in the meeting too. 

“Me? Haha, of course it’s convenient. I have been extremely free recently.” Han Xiao chuckled. 

Joining the meeting personally did not sound too bad. He would be able to personally witness Psyker’s 

expression. 

Chapter 833 Shattered Star Ring Civilization Conference 

Shattered Star Ring Civilization Conference was the Civilization Conference that was set up by the seven 

large Star Cluster civilizations in the Shattered Star Ring. The motive of the conference was to make it 

easier to manage the Star Field. The three Universal Civilizations usually would not interfere with the 

everyday affairs of the Star Field, and the Star Cluster civilizations were usually the ones to deal with the 

day to day issues. 

The managers of the Shattered Star Ring were the seven Star Cluster civilizations and they were in 

charge of mediating the conflicts of the various Star System civilizations. Although their motive was to 

help everyone resolve their conflicts, the Civilization Conference was usually just a debate session where 

all the civilizations would make use of this opportunity to argue about almost everything and anything. 

However, they had rarely solved any problems. 

During the secret war that had occurred not too long ago, even Purple Crystal and Klent, who were 

supposed to be the judges, had personally fought each other, and the usefulness of the Civilization 

Conference could easily be seen. 

After all, the Shattered Star Ring was the border of the discovered universe, and chaos lingered in the 

region. A very long time ago, the various civilizations would send their envoys to participate in the 

conference personally, but after the seven Star Cluster civilizations could not stand the brawls that were 

happening during the conference, they changed the meeting method to using holographic projections. 

Since everyone was only a projection, it was impossible for them to break out into a fight. 
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In any case, the Civilization Conference was a few days away, and this would be the first time that Planet 

Aquamarine had joined the conference. 

Usually, only Star System level civilizations would have the right to enter the conference, but Han Xiao 

had made a deal with the various Star Cluster civilizations to let Planet Aquamarine have the rights to 

enter the conference. Planet Aquamarine was also the only civilization to enter the conference at the 

level of a surface civilization. 



… 

A few days later, the meeting was held as per usual, and Han Xiao received a notice from Purple Crystal. 

He then logged in to his own holographic projection account and joined the meeting. 
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Buzz… 

An electrical buzzing sound could be heard, and Han Xiao felt a blinding light flash in his face. The next 

moment, he could share the view of his holographic projection, and the scene of the conference was in 

his eyes. 

A circular meeting venue appeared before his eyes, and it looked a little like the structure of a 

colosseum. The black colored chairs were arranged neatly in a circular formation with the chairs in the 

middle being the lowest. The chairs gradually increased in height as it got to the outside like a staircase. 

Surrounding the meeting venue was the starry sky of the universe, and the shrunken down star map of 

the Shattered Star Ring formed the backdrop of the room. 

Han Xiao lowered his head and realized that his projection was already seated down on his own seat 

with Bennett being seated next to him. A golden ‘Planet Aquamarine’ sign was placed on the table in 

front of them, and both of their seats were located at quite a high point. They could see the entire 

venue, and the various representatives from the other civilizations were slowly coming online. The 

representatives from the different civilizations were seated a distance away from each other, and they 

were not squeezed together. 

“This is the venue for the Shattered Star Ring Civilization Conference…” Bennett let out a sigh of 

admiration, and he turned around to greet Han Xiao. “Black Star, you are finally online.” 

“The meeting hadn’t started yet. I came too early.” 

Han Xiao then looked down, and his gaze swept past the center of the venue. The representatives of the 

seven Star Cluster civilizations were already online, and they were waiting for the representatives of the 

other civilizations to appear. 

Han Xiao then turned around and asked, “How long have you been here?” 
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“I was the earliest batch to be here,” Bennett said. “This is my first time joining a meeting of such a level, 

and I am a little nervous, so I came earlier to take a look.” 

He naturally would not be nervous because of the majestic setting but only felt the pressure of having 

the responsibilities of Planet Aquamarine on his shoulders. 

Han Xiao smiled. This is my first time witnessing the Civilization Conference as well. 

All the famous civilizations in the Star Field were gathered in a single hall, and most of the players did 

not have the opportunity to join such a meeting in his previous life, including him. 



“Black Star, thank you,” Bennett suddenly said with a solemn tone. “If not for you, it’d probably take a 

few centuries or millenniums for Planet Aquamarine to have a seat in this place.” 

“You don’t need to stand on ceremony. We are only each taking our own needs.” Han Xiao blatantly 

pointed out that he was only doing so for benefits. He then patted Bennett on the shoulder instinctively, 

but his palm passed through Bennett’s shoulders. He had forgotten that both of them were only 

holographic projections at this moment. 

Bennett nodded and did not say anything else. He would not reduce his gratitude toward Han Xiao just 

because of Han Xiao’s words. He had been through many things in life and understood this simple 

logic—an individual’s motive was not as important as their actions. 

While both of them were chatting, many representatives from the other civilizations also noticed Han 

Xiao’s presence and looked over with complicated gazes. 

In the venue, Planet Aquamarine was an oddball, and Han Xiao had a cooperative relationship with 

many of the civilizations present. All the civilizations were aware of how Han Xiao had helped Planet 

Aquamarine join the Civilization Conference, and they could not help but be envious of Planet 

Aquamarine’s natural advantage. 

They had the protection of the Beyond Grade A Black Star and were now the main camp of Floating 

Dragon. Just why did such a small planet have such good luck? 

But despite their envy and jealousy, it was undeniable that Planet Aquamarine only managed to gain a 

seat there because of their own abilities. The civilizations present would not look down on Planet 

Aquamarine at all. 

Not too long later, everyone finally arrived, and the chattering subsided. 

At this moment, the representative from one of the Star Clusters stood up, and his voice was projected 

through the amplifiers. 

“I am very happy to meet so many familiar friends today. Hmm, compared to the previous meeting, the 

number of people present hasn’t decreased. It seems like the security of the Shattered Star Ring has 

improved…” 

Everyone had a cold expression on their face. This joke was truly too cold and not funny at all. 

“Perhaps everyone has noticed that we have a new member in our midst.” The representative then 

looked toward Han Xiao and briefly introduced him. “Planet Aquamarine civilization, Aquamarine 

Federation, representative of his civilization… His Excellency Black Star.” 

Everyone then looked over and nodded respectfully. 

Han Xiao waved his hands and looked around. As he saw Psyker who was seated in the seat for the Star 

Pupil Holy Race, he raised his hand to wave. 

Psyker pretended not to see a thing and remained expressionless. 

“His Excellency Black Star is someone that we are all familiar with, so there’s no need for me to give an 

introduction. Since everyone is present, let’s start the meeting and discuss the first matter…” 



Following which, the various delegates began to raise the issues that they had already prepared. The 

majority of these issues were trade conflicts, border conflicts, foreign affairs conflicts, and other 

problems that were nothing new. 

The representatives chosen by the civilizations were all extremely eloquent, and every single proposal 

could be argued for over half a day before coming to a conclusion that the matter had to be delayed to a 

later date. 

The process was long and cumbersome, but Bennett sat up straight to study every detail of the meeting 

to gain experience. 

Han Xiao had already begun daydreaming a long time ago. 

After waiting for a long time, the ones queuing in front of them had finally said their piece, and it was 

now their turn. 

“Proposal number CL7984D66 from the Planet Aquamarine. Please give a brief description of the 

proposal,” the Purple Crystal representative said with a smile. 

Bennett stood up slowly and began reading the material that he had prepared beforehand. He briefly 

explained the actions of the Avitan Souls extremists, and his voice reverberated in the meeting venue. 

Following which, he looked at Psyker and said with a deep voice, “We discovered psionic explosives in 

the spaceship of these extremists, and the strength of these explosives was sufficient to destroy Planet 

Aquamarine. For such high-grade military weapons to appear in the hands of the extremists, we have 

reason to believe that these weapons came from the hands of the Star Pupil Holy Race, and the actions 

of these extremists were instructed by the Star Pupil Holy Race. Planet Aquamarine feels that the Star 

Pupil Holy Race wishes to go against the [Treaty of Cosmic Civilizations (Seventh Revision)] and wipe out 

a civilization protected by the treaty…” 

The sponsor of Avitan Souls was actually an opponent of the Star Pupil Holy Race, a Star Cluster 

civilization called Talos. However, Bennett had insisted that the sponsor was the Star Pupil Holy Race so 

that Psyker would take the blame for the matter. 

An odd look could be seen on the faces of everyone present. They were all experienced individuals and 

knew that it was impossible for Psyker to have done something like this. 

A surface civilization that was accepted into the conference by exception actually pouring dirty water on 

a Beyond Grade A during their first meeting? They were far too bold. If only they could also have a 

Beyond Grade A Super as their backer. That way, they would be able to do whatever they wished. 

The seven Star Cluster civilizations then exchanged glances, and six of them looked at the one of the 

representatives. He was the representative of the Talos Civilization. 

The representative of Talos then looked at Psyker and asked with a smile that did not seem like a smile, 

“Representative of the Star Pupil Holy Race, what do you have to say?” 

“They are maligning me.” Psyker had a calm look on his face and replied slowly. “I would never go 

against the treaty and have no reason to attack Planet Aquamarine. Those extremists weren’t following 

my orders.” 
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“How do you explain this incident?” 

“If I were to make a conjecture, this should be the actual reason. Planet Avitan suffered from an ambush 

recently, and the Evolution Cube was lost during the process. Black Star then managed to snatch the 

Evolution Cube in the end…” 

As he said that, Psyker glared at Han Xiao coldly before continuing. “Because of the ambush, a portion of 

the survivors of Planet Avitan became extremists who wanted to take revenge. In the eyes of the Star 

Pupil Holy Race, the Evolution Cube is our national treasure, and Black Star snatched our national 

treasure away. Thus, the extremist group blamed the matter on him, and this matter is their personal 

action. It has nothing to do with the officials of the Star Pupil Holy Race. If Planet Aquamarine insists that 

I am the culprit behind this matter, please provide proper evidence.” 

Han Xiao chuckled and said, “Dead men tell no tales. Do you wish to absolve yourself from guilt with just 

a few words?” 

“Ah, likewise to you. Since dead men tell no tales, you are also trying to frame me with a few illogical 

arguments,” Psyker said coldly. 

The Talos representative then said, “Let us place this matter aside for now. Regardless of whether the 

Star Pupil Holy Race ordered the assault, the attackers were indeed from your race. Am I right?” 

Psyker took a deep breath and nodded. “Although they are from our race, we…” 

The Talos representative interrupted Psyker. “You don’t need to say anything else. The Star Pupil Holy 

Race is extremely different from other races. Your race should be a highly united one, and the presence 

of an extremist group is a result of your mismanagement.” 

“… This is my internal affair, and I will personally disband the extremist group called Avitan Souls. None 

of you have the right to intervene in anything else,” Psyker said with a frosty tone. 

“If you need, we can send some forces to help you wipe out the extremist force as a friendly neighbor.” 

“… That’s not necessary.” Psyker was shocked. Who would not know what your intention is? You dare 

mention such a matter in front of so many people? Don’t you feel any shame? 

The Talos representative then chuckled and got back to the main topic. “Let’s talk about your measures 

to rectify your mistake in the future. We are now discussing your responsibility. This extremist group is 

from your race, and they were using their identities as citizens of the Star Pupil Holy Race when carrying 

out the attack. I believe that the Star Pupil Holy Race should take responsibility for this incident.” 

In truth, regardless of whether they were from the same race or citizens of the race, these were not 

important factors at all. However, the Talos representative wanted to target the Star Pupil Holy Race by 

harping on about this matter. 

He was not the only one who did so in fact. 

“I think so too,” the Purple Crystal representative said. 



“I agree.” The representatives from a few other Star Clusters also nodded. 

Purple Crystal was speaking on behalf of Planet Aquamarine because of Han Xiao, and the other Star 

Cluster civilizations only wanted to deal a blow to the Star Pupil Holy Race. 

Because the Star Pupil Holy Race had the support of the Arcane Church, their development was 

extremely rapid, and they had a chance to become the eighth Star Cluster civilization. The others were 

not willing to allow someone else to share benefits with them. 

As such, all of them stood on the same side and made use of this opportunity to create trouble for the 

Star Pupil Holy Race. 

The other representatives remained silent at this moment as they understood what was going on. 

Who asked the members of your race to try and destroy another planet and even leave evidence 

behind? 

If someone wanted to blow up their mother planet, they would also blame the masters for not reining in 

the crazy dogs properly. 

All of a sudden, Psyker became the target of everyone’s criticism, and even Bennett was shocked by the 

scene. He had originally thought that he would just engage in a small squabble with Psyker but never 

expected so many people to speak on his behalf. He could not help but look at Han Xiao. 

Han Xiao smiled, having expected such a scene. He knew that exposing this matter would give the other 

Star Cluster Civilizations an opportunity to exploit. The Shattered Star Ring had already been split up by 

the seven Star Cluster Civilizations, and they were not willing to allow a new member to share the pie 

with them. As such, even if he did not have any evidence, they would side with him. 

Psyker’s face was extremely ugly. Psyker naturally understood the logic of ‘giving a dog a bad name then 

hanging him’, but he truly did not have sufficient grounds to fight back. The other party was the victim, 

and he was indeed in the wrong. 

He could not help but curse the Avitan Souls. Those brats did not think about the trouble that their 

actions would cause to the civilization and had dragged him down to take the rap for them. It was truly a 

waste to allow them to evolve back then. 

“How do you guys want to deal with this matter?” Psyker said with frustration. 

The Talos representative then said, “I think that you need to make a public apology to Planet 

Aquamarine and provide them with some compensation.” 

“Compensation and an apology? Impossible,” Psyker said with a deep voice. “I can make a donation at 

most.” 

A donation and compensation had completely different meanings. 

As the leader of a civilization, he was the image of the Star Pupil Holy Race, and he had to consider many 

different things. It was impossible for him to make a public apology just because of the actions of an 

extremist group. It was just like how Godora would never apologize because of DarkStar’s actions. 



Furthermore, Psyker was a Beyond Grade A Super, and doing so would harm his prestige. Thus, he could 

not lower his head so easily. 

Bennett then snapped back to his senses and said under Han Xiao’s instructions, “Planet Aquamarine 

strongly condemns the Star Pupil Holy Race for their actions and does not accept such an insincere 

conclusion.” 

“Then there isn’t a need to continue talking about this.” 

Psyker looked at Han Xiao coldly and suddenly went offline. 

The Star Pupil Holy Race had the backing of the Arcane Church, and the Civilization Conference had a 

limited restriction on them. It was impossible for the Civilization Conference to force him to lower his 

head. At the same time, Psyker could not do as he wished and would also suffer some losses. 

After this incident, it would be far more difficult for the Star Pupil Holy Race to seek cooperation. He had 

lost the Evolution Cube, and the support of the Arcane Church would also decrease. As such, this storm 

was extremely disadvantageous to their development. 

Furthermore, Talos would make use of this opportunity to publicize this matter and sway public opinion 

against the Star Pupil Holy Race. 

In Psyker’s eyes, the culprit of all this was Han Xiao. If not for Han Xiao being insistent on making him 

take the blame, the situation would not have progressed like that. 

Psyker’s enmity toward Han Xiao increased to the next level. 

On Han Xiao’s side, his interface gave him a notification. His favorability with the Star Pupil Holy Race 

had fallen by 800 points and was now -1,250 points. Their relationship went from [Hostile] to [Enemies]. 

Psyker was indeed infuriated. Han Xiao shook his head. Planet Aquamarine was his ‘mother planet’, and 

it was impossible for him to swallow such a grievance without doing anything. Since Psyker and the 

Arcane Church would not let go of the Evolution Cube, they were destined to be enemies, and he would 

not mind their enmity being deeper. 

If Planet Aquamarine was really destroyed, Psyker still would not apologize or pay any compensation. He 

might even gloat at his demise. However, there was no right or wrong to him, and Han Xiao did not think 

that Psyker’s actions were wrong. 

“I wonder how he will retaliate…” Han Xiao pondered to himself. 

Planet Aquamarine was protected by the Peace Treaty, and Psyker would not take action against anyone 

else. If Psyker wanted to fight back, Psyker would definitely have his sights set on Han Xiao. 

Aesop said that the Arcane Church would send people after him, and Psyker would definitely be a 

member of the party since he was able to lock onto his position. 

Han Xiao decided to let the main camp keep a look out for Psyker’s movements as it was akin to 

monitoring the Arcane Church’s actions. 

… 



At the same time, on the mother planet of the Star Pupil Holy Race. Psyker disconnected from the 

meeting venue, and his expression was extremely ugly. 
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After thinking for a while, Psyker sent a message to the Arcane Church. 

“I will agree to that matter.” 

The Arcane Church had given him a mission recently, and Psyker had been thinking about it. He had only 

made a decision at that moment. 

Psyker’s cold expression could be seen on the screen of the communicator. 

“Black Star, you should stay in the Flickering World and never return.” 

Chapter 834 Arcane Church“s Trace 

Leaving the conference halfway was obviously extremely disrespectful to the other members present, 

but the seven Star Cluster civilizations and the other members weren’t too bothered. The Star Pupil Holy 

Race had become the public enemy, and Psyker was only using his actions to show his dissatisfaction. He 

would still come online obediently during the next meeting. 

Since their target was gone, this proposal could only be postponed to a later date, and Bennett sat back 

down. 

The meeting continued, and the next proposal was raised. The atmosphere of the meeting had become 

more peaceful. 

All the other proposals after this did not have anything to do with him anymore, so Han Xiao temporarily 

cut off from the viewpoint of the projection and began browsing the forums. 

After another long wait, the meeting on the first day was finally over. Every time a Civilization 

Conference was held, they would have to meet for a few days before being able to discuss all the 

accumulated proposals. Han Xiao only intended to show his face for the first day, and he would not need 

to be present for all the other meetings. Bennett alone would be enough. 
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Disconnecting from the long-range holographic projection, Han Xiao closed the forums and thought to 

himself, The Star Pupil Holy Race was criticized by Planet Aquamarine, but the future matters will have 

nothing to do with Planet Aquamarine. 

Since nothing had actually happened, it would be impossible for them to actually do anything to Psyker. 

Han Xiao was not counting on the Star Pupil Holy Race providing compensation or a donation. The 

influence of Planet Aquamarine was still too weak, and even after criticizing them, Psyker would not be 

too affected by it. 

After this matter was mentioned, the ones who would cause trouble for Psyker would not be Planet 

Aquamarine but the Talos Civilization. 



The Talos Civilization secretly sponsored Avitan Souls so that those extremists would create trouble for 

the Star Pupil Holy Race. Although they did not instruct Avitan Souls to attack Planet Aquamarine, this 

unexpected situation was to their advantage, and they could make use of this matter to create trouble. 
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Han Xiao got Bennett to criticize Psyker to give the Talos Civilization an excuse, and the Talos Civilization 

understood his intentions. They had wanted to deal with the Star Pupil Holy Race a long time ago, and 

standing up for Planet Aquamarine could also win them Han Xiao’s favor. 

Thus, Planet Aquamarine did not have to do anything after the first day and only had to watch from the 

side. 

Han Xiao then contacted Ames and asked her about Floating Dragon’s situation. 

Both of them talked for half an hour before hanging up. 

Walking to the 3D star map, Han Xiao looked at the map of the Garu Star Cluster. The explored green 

region was still extremely small, and it looked like two toothpicks sticking out from a green blob. These 

two ‘toothpicks’ were the two long distance routes that were currently under construction. 

“Hadavy’s Special Task Force needs another three months before they can complete the long distance 

stargate…” Han Xiao stroked his chin and pondered to himself. 

According to his plan, the Special Task Force arriving at the east of the Garu Star Cluster would be the 

first phase. 

According to his understanding of the Garu Star Cluster, there should not be another huge storm like the 

Great Cosmos Corps again, and they would have a calm exploration until they had explored about eighty 

percent of the Star Systems. 

… 
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Time flew by. 

Three months later, in the Crimson Dynasty Ruler’s office, Urranrell currently had a report in her hands, 

and she was reprimanding one of the upper echelons with a stern voice. 

“The Federation of Light is moving sneakily and has entered our territory. How are you going to take 

care of this matter? Just watch from the side and let them do as they please? I asked you to keep guard, 

not retreat all the way! Come up with a plan immediately!” 

“Let me think, let me think…” 

Urranrell’s eyes were extremely stern. The exploration of the Flickering World had only been going on 

for a few months, and the Federation of Light could no longer sit still. They had begun applying pressure 

on the dynasty from the economic, political, and military side. They were prepared to snatch benefits 

from the dynasty while the dynasty’s attention was fixed on exploring the new Star Field. 



This was only the beginning. The dynasty would definitely invest even more manpower and resources in 

the exploration, and the Federation of Light would increase the intensity of their operations to make 

things difficult for the dynasty. 

Although this situation was within Urranrell’s expectations, it was something avoidable. Both the 

Federation of Light and the Crimson Dynasty were at the same level, and their strength was equal. It was 

extremely difficult for everything to go smoothly and perfectly. If the dynasty wanted to have some 

reward, they needed to pay the appropriate price. Urranrell had already prepared herself mentally for 

this. 

Beep beep. 

The internal comms line rang. 

“Your Excellency, the Chief Commander of the exploration army Tarrokov is on the line.” 

Urranrell then waved her hand and got the official in front of her to leave. The official felt as though he 

was pardoned of his crime and hurriedly left the office. Only Urranrell remained in the room. 

“Patch it through.” Urranrell nodded. 

The next moment, Tarrokov’s figure appeared inside the room, and he gave a military salute to 

Urranrell. 

“Tarrokov, how is the progress for the exploration of the Flickering World?” 

The exploration of the Flickering World was of strategic importance to the Crimson Dynasty, and 

Urranrell was extremely concerned about the situation. 
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“The information has already been sent to you, and I am here to give you a brief report…” 

Tarrokov then began explaining. 

Urranrell glanced at the report while looking at the information and nodded. 

“In summary, Renault and Crown are being explored by the forces of the dynasty and Klent. Our 

progress is only average. On the contrary, the Black Star Army, which chose the Garu Star Cluster, has 

discovered a large number of resource rich planets over the past four months and even took over the 

territory of a local organization, saving us a great deal of effort. Furthermore, the Black Star Army didn’t 

bother about their own losses and are constructing a long distance stargate for the convenience of 

future exploration squads,” Tarrokov said. 

Urranrell placed down the information in her hands and said with a satisfied look, “Not bad. He is a 

reliable ally.” 

With a basis of comparison, she was extremely satisfied with Han Xiao’s efficiency. 

“The Black Star Army is an ally worthy of grooming. We should increase our support for them in all 

aspects.” 



Although Tarrokov seemed to have received some benefits from the Black Star Army and always spoke 

highly of them, Urranrell was not bothered about the details as long as the Black Star Army produced 

results. 

“Apart from this, I have something else to report,” Tarrokov suddenly said with a deep voice. “We’ve 

noticed traces of stowaways.” 

The stowaways that he referred to were those who secretly entered the Flickering World without 

approval from the dynasty. 

Urranrell’s eyes narrowed. “Are you sure they aren’t natives?” 

Tarrokov shook his head and said, “Although I do not have much evidence, our troops stationed in the 

universe belt between the Shattered Star Ring and Flickering World discovered traces of warp speed 

hyperdrive by an unknown force. Their technological capabilities have obviously reached the level of a 

Star Cluster, and they should be arriving in the Flickering World very soon. Some others may have 

already arrived at the Flickering World before this but weren’t discovered by us.” 

“The Federation of Light and Arcane Church have indeed taken action,” Urranrell said. 

“I think that they will avoid the first three Star Clusters that we have chosen and explore the Star 

Clusters located deep within the Star Field,” Tarrokov said. “They want to swallow our Star Field on the 

sly and avoid coming into contact with us.” 

“You’re right,” Urranrell said slowly. “Send out our forces to patrol the universe belt between the 

Shattered Star Ring and Flickering World. Destroy any stargates built by the enemy that you can find.” 

Those stowaways were probably planning to create their own secret stargate to connect the Flickering 

World to the outside so that they could send a large troop quickly in the future. The hidden stargates 

would usually be hidden within the universe belt between the two Star Fields. 

The Crimson Dynasty had publicly forbidden other organizations from privately setting up their own 

stargate because of such a consideration. The most effective way to deal with stowaways would be to 

destroy their stargates and ensure that the control of the stargates remained firmly in the dynasty’s 

hands. 

The only way to maximize the dynasty’s benefits was to ensure a monopoly on transportation. 

Tarrokov shook his head in response. “We will need more manpower.” 

“I know.” Urranrell nodded. “I will deploy more troops to head to the Flickering World. It is also time for 

our second batch of allies to move out.” 

… 

At the same time, an Arcane Church fleet had secretly arrived at the border of the Flickering World. 

“We’ve finally arrived! Contact the branch division. Have they chosen a location in the desolate universe 

belt?” 

“Reporting to the captain, the location has been decided, and they are only waiting for us.” 



They required two stargates to form a new path, and stowaway troops would usually split up into two 

groups. One group would choose a location for their secret stargate, and this would be the ‘entrance’. 

The troops that arrived at the Flickering World would then build the ‘exit’. 

“Very good. Make sure that we avoid all the detectors of the Crimson Dynasty. Go around the Dawn Star 

Cluster and head to the desolate universe belt near the Garu Star Cluster to construct a stargate. We will 

also build a temporary base.” 

The Arcane Church also wanted to set their sights on the Flickering World, but this was a long-term job. 

At the same time, the Arcane Church was even more interested in the Evolution Cube. 
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They had chosen to set up a stargate near the Garu Star Cluster so that it would be easy for them to 

store their army. 

It would only be convenient for them to send out Beyond Grade A Supers after constructing their 

stargates. After all, an expert of such a level would not be willing to spend a few months slowly crossing 

the desolate universe belt. 

Black Star had already proven himself to be someone extremely difficult to deal with. In order to 

guarantee their success, the Arcane Church had sent out more than one or two Beyond Grade A Supers. 

Of course, the three Universal Civilizations kept an eye on each other’s Beyond Grade A combatants, and 

the moment any one of them displayed any strange movements, the other two parties would be 

alerted. 

If they wanted to allow their Beyond Grade A Supers to move sneakily, they needed to find a reason to 

fool others. 

Chapter 835 Four Months 

Ever since the players took over the remaining territories of the Great Cosmos Corps and set up a long 

distance stargate, Han Xiao had led his forces to the middle region of the star map. The famous planets 

within the center region of the Star Cluster were much greater, and their quality was higher. 

One of these planets was called Planet Shining Gold, which had been extremely prosperous in Han Xiao’s 

previous life. It was one of the first-rate planets that the dynasty had in the Garu Star Cluster and was an 

iconic planet of the Flickering World. There was also Planet Auspicious Forest, which was a transit 

station within the Garu Star Cluster. During its most prosperous time, it had over five hundred stargate 

entrances and was the heart of the Star Cluster. 

Apart from this, Han Xiao had also occupied many resource rich planets that were famous for producing 

various valuable resources. 

In his previous life, these famous planets had an important status in the Garu Star Cluster, and the 

dynasty might take back these planets after opening up the Flickering World to the public. But during 

the exploration period, these planets were all the territory of the Black Star Army, and the Black Star 

Army had the right to enjoy the special produce of these planets. 



The exploration had already been going on for four months, and the progress of the various exploration 

squads was similar. The Bloodshed Land had taken a steady approach in their exploration and had 

almost completed the exploration of the Jeraton Star System. Although they had pretty decent rewards, 

the outcome was within the dynasty’s expectations, and it would not cause too big a storm. In 

comparison, even though Han Xiao’s exploration squad had taken the approach of spreading out their 

forces, which resulted in taking a longer time to explore a single Star System, Han Xiao had managed to 

provide the dynasty with quite a number of surprises because he had managed to find a large number of 

famous planets from his previous life. 
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Because of this, the dynasty increased their support for him as well. 

Han Xiao had heard rumors about the Klent exploration team mimicking his method and sending out 

troops to the planets of the other regions. However, it was a pity that they were not familiar with the 

situation on the other planets and did not have good results. 

Over the past four months, the benefits of the Flickering World had begun to show. The rewards that 

the Black Star Army received from the Flickering World almost rivaled the combined total of the other 

armies. 

As more and more planets were explored, their rewards continued to snowball. 
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Countless uninhabited planets were waiting to be excavated. If not, why would they say that the 

Flickering World was a huge opportunity? 

The gains of the army soared rapidly, and after the exploration team sent these earnings back to the 

main camp in the Shattered Star Ring, Sylvia began to expand the army even further under Han Xiao’s 

instructions. They attracted more new members and increased the scale of their training camp. 

On the players’ side, as the resource rich planets increased in numbers, the guilds also ran out of 

manpower and could only selectively choose the planets to mine on. The best resource rich planets 

were naturally taken by the four great guilds and the others by the first-rate guilds. The Australian and 

Russian guilds were bullied badly and no longer wished to play on the same planet as any of the 

powerful Chinese guilds. Thus, they chose a few lousier resource rich planets and competed with the 

second-rate Chinese guilds instead. 

Over the past four months, the average level of the players had gone up a great deal, and Maple Moon, 

who had received bountiful rewards from the hidden mission, was the highest leveled player. She was 

already at level 113 and only needed seven more levels to reach the max level. 

With Maple Moon as an example, all the players searched for hidden missions like crazy, and there were 

a few who had indeed managed to find some. However, it was a pity that there was no reward for the 

second [Bold Explorer] skill fragment. 

Han Xiao had not remained idle over the past four months either. The experience punishment of the 

Evolution Cube would end in eight months, so he was not in a rush to level up. 



Apart from monitoring the progress of the exploration and scrolling through the forums, Han Xiao spent 

most of his time in his workshop, expanding his mechanical army. 

Currently, his mechanical army had already exceeded ten million soldiers in number, and their attributes 

were extremely powerful. Under the boost of his mechanical force, this army of his had the strength to 

wipe out a weaker Star System Civilization. 

Among the five main classes, the destructiveness of a Mechanic was the greatest toward a civilization. 

The other four classes were more suitable to fight a single target, and only a powerful Beyond Grade A 

Mechanic had the ability to fight a large-scale galactic war. 
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Han Xiao was currently standing in front of the 3D star map, waiting for a special piece of news. 

Today was a special day as the Special Task Force that Hadavy was leading would complete the 

construction of the long distance stargate. He was waiting for Hadavy’s word. 

But before news from Hadavy could arrive, Tarrokov contacted him. 

Beep beep! 

Han Xiao looked at his communicator and could only pick up the call with resignation. 

“Chief commander, what’s the matter?” 

“I need to inform you about something. We found traces of stowaways.” 

“Stowaways? They should be from the organizations who ignored the dynasty’s warning and want to 

have a share of the Flickering World, right?” 

This was something that the players found out from the background description in his previous life. This 

matter happened during the version update period, and the players did not participate in the event. 

When the players joined in, the Flickering World had already opened to the outside world, and the other 

organizations were allowed to enter the Flickering World. 

In the dynasty’s records, they had fought a long battle with the stowaways. The Star Field was far too 

big, and there were too many regions to explore. As such, the dynasty was not able to completely 

uproot the stowaways. Even if they could get rid of one batch, another batch would arrive very quickly. 

Tarrokov nodded and said, “It should be the forces of some super Star Cluster civilizations. You should 

keep an eye out for them and report to me if you find any stowaways. We must find their secret 

stargates, and we will request aid from your troops if necessary.” 

“Okay.” 

A new mission immediately popped up on Han Xiao’s interface. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

_____________________ 

You have triggered [Stowaways’ Clue] (Repeatable)! 



Mission Introduction: A new Star Field is a treasure trove, and every organization wants a share of it. No 

one is willing to see the Crimson Dynasty swallow all the benefits alone, and even if the Flickering World 

is the Crimson Dynasty’s territory in name, it is impossible to stop their greed. As one of the dynasty’s 

allies, the stowaways’ infiltration is also an opportunity for you. The dynasty needs your help. 

Mission Requirements: Hand in all information related to stowaways, kill a batch of stowaways, or 

destroy the secret stargates. 

Reward: 2,000,000 – 50,000,000 Experience and 50 – 700 the Crimson Dynasty Contribution Points 

Remark: This is a branch mission of the [Flickering World]. 

_____________________ 

This was a repeatable mission, and he would receive a reward every time he dealt with stowaways. The 

rewards were only so-so, but Han Xiao was the most interested in the dynasty Contribution Points. 

However, stowaways were stealthy in their actions and extremely difficult to find. Han Xiao can only try 

his luck. Furthermore, the stowaways were not natives, and if they set up a secret stargate, it would only 

be possible to destroy the stargate with a battle. 

Han Xiao only intended to provide the clues and was not planning to pick a fight with the super Star 

Cluster civilizations. However, the dynasty were not afraid of offending them and would be the most 

suitable party to do so. 

“The Arcane Church should also be included among the stowaways…” 

Aesop had prophesied that the Arcane Church would bring him danger in the Flickering World, and Han 

Xiao was concerned about it. 

If the Arcane Church wanted to deal with me, they would definitely have to send a large force. Because 

they’ll need to build up their forces, they won’t take action soon. However, I’d better remain vigilant 

during this period, Han Xiao thought to himself. 

Psyker was able to locate him, and the Arcane Church would definitely get Psyker to join them. Thus, 

observing Psyker’s whereabouts would be the most direct way to find out when the Arcane Church was 

planning to attack. 

It was a pity that the [Observer’s Mark] that he had placed on Psyker’s body had already been removed. 

If not, things would have been much easier for him. Although Psyker was not able to remove it on his 

own, he could feel that he was being spied on. Psyker had already found out that he was the culprit, and 

it was impossible for Psyker to ignore the matter after a good half a year. Psyker must have gotten 

someone from the Arcane Church to get rid of the [Observer’s Mark] for him. After all, Austin was not 

the only Beyond Grade A Mage. 

Han Xiao conveyed his worries to Tarrokov, and Tarrokov replied with a smile as though he had already 

expected it. 

“The dynasty has also considered the possibility that the Arcane Church will try to snatch the Evolution 

Cube when you are in the Flickering World. Thus, the dynasty will keep a close eye on the movements of 

the Beyond Grade A Supers of the Arcane Church. Furthermore, Her Excellency has already sent out a 



second wave of troops to the Flickering World, which includes many of the dynasty’s allies. We will also 

send out a Beyond Grade A Super that is a direct subordinate of the dynasty to follow you and protect 

you temporarily.” 

The second batch of allies… it seems like the competition is here. 

On account of the Evolution Cube, the dynasty sent manpower to protect him. However, Han Xiao knew 

that the dynasty would prefer him to not run around with the Evolution Cube. 

After retrieving that ownerless Universal Treasure, I shall return to Planet Lighthouse for a period of 

time… 

Since he knew that the enemy wanted to deal with him, Han Xiao decided to be on the safer side. After 

all, the Arcane Church was not that easy to deal with. 

Thus, it would be best for him to remain on the dynasty’s outpost, Planet Lighthouse, rather than 

running all around. Furthermore, he would still be present in the Flickering World and could continue to 

monitor the progress of the exploration. 

“Please thank Ruler Urranrell for me.” Han Xiao was caught up in his thoughts but did not forget to be 

polite. 

“Haha, the Ruler recently checked on our progress, and she is extremely satisfied with you,” Tarrokov 

said with a smile. 

After having a casual chat for a while, Han Xiao hung up. 

Right at this moment, Hadavy finally sent news. 

After waiting for four months, the stargate was finally complete! 
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“Good job!” 

Han Xiao was overjoyed. With this passageway, Han Xiao could finally obtain the ownerless Universal 

Treasure. 

Hadavy had also displayed his dissatisfaction in his message. He had not sparred with Han Xiao for four 

months and was extremely dissatisfied. He wanted to immediately return to Han Xiao’s side so that he 

could be beaten up by Han Xiao. Being in a good mood, Han Xiao immediately promised to beat Hadavy 

up three times a day and fulfil his wishes. 

Han Xiao immediately ordered the fleet to change direction and head toward the stargate. 

This news was quickly spread to Senico. However, he was already used to Black Star moving around 

without any set pattern and did not have any suspicions. 

Chapter 836 Spacetime Amber 

Some of the universal social studies scholars believed that there were three factors of building a lawful 

galactic society from nothing. First, communication in the form of a galactic war where part of the 



civilizations survived and obtained knowledge of each other. Second, one or more powerful rulers that 

had the strength to forcefully decide rules for other civilizations, forming laws. Third, the reduction of 

distance achieved through hyperdrive, stargate, and quantum communication technology. 

In the eyes of some scholars, these three technologies were the greatest inventions of the universe era. 

They allowed civilizations to communicate with each other while being countless light years apart. These 

were what formed the stable galactic societal structure of the entire known universe. 

After pioneering in the Flickering World for four months, including Han Xiao, the Black Star Army started 

to agree more and more with this statement. 

The Special Task Force led by Hadavy took four whole months to arrive at the east of the Garu Star 

Cluster from the south, while Han Xiao’s main ship fleet crossed that distance through the stargates built 

by the Special Task Force in less than two days. 

At the eastern border Star System, two fleets rendezvoused in space. The Special Task Force spaceships 

returned to the main ship. 
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Han Xiao waited for a while in the command room, and very soon, Hadavy and his subordinates came 

from the dock. 

“Army Commander!” Hadavy opened his arms wide and pounced over with excitement on his face. 

Han Xiao’s mouth twitched. He hesitated for a moment but decided not to back away and gave Hadavy a 

hug. 

“It’s been four whole months,” Hadavy said with an overjoyed tone. 
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“Do you have to be so excited?” Feeling Hadavy’s arms tightly wrapped around his waist, Han Xiao 

casually patted his shoulder and dragged him off with one hand. 

What he did not know was that these four months had been extremely tough for Hadavy. His Harden 

Esper Ability could only be improved through powerful external stimulation. As a Beyond Grade A seed, 

he had become Han Xiao’s subordinate for the opportunity to spar with a Beyond Grade A. After he 

came under Han Xiao’s command, he had felt his Esper Ability grow again after being stagnant for an 

exceptionally long time. This made him overjoyed. 

However, the sign of becoming stronger disappeared once again in these four months away. 

Furthermore, there was not even a Calamity Grade officer in the Special Task Force, so he could not 

even find a sparring opponent. To a battle maniac like him, this was unbearable. 

When he saw Han Xiao again, in Hadavy’s eyes, it was as if a halo was hovering above Han Xiao’s head. 

He realized just how much he missed Han Xiao… ‘s fists. 

Hadavy was in a particularly good mood. He looked at Hila, who was beside them, grinned, and opened 

his arms, attempting to give her a hug too. 



“Try touching me.” Death energy appeared in Hila’s eyes as she glared at Hadavy. 

Hadavy’s expression became stiff, and he awkwardly lowered his arms, thinking, There’s no way I, a 

Beyond Grade A seed, would treat you this kindly if not for the army commander. 

“Come on, Hadavy is at least a Beyond Grade A seed. Don’t be so harsh with your words.” Han Xiao, 

however, was the one who felt that Hila’s attitude toward a member of the Black Star Guards needed 

improvement. He patted her shoulder and pressed her shoulder bone. 

Hmm, quite nice. 
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Hila’s expression tensed up. She glanced at Han Xiao’s palm, and the overflowing red energy in her eyes 

vanished. 

“Okay,” she said reluctantly. 

Hadavy greeted Feidin and the other Black Star Guards. He then looked at Han Xiao and asked, 

“Following your orders, the Special Task Force has already set up the long distance stargates—what do 

we do next?” 

Han Xiao did not reply directly but snapped his fingers and summoned the 3D star map in front of 

everyone. He carefully searched through the star map and finally confirmed the planet with the 

ownerless Universal Treasure that was in the desolate universe belt outside the Garu Star Cluster. 

In his previous life, this planet was called Planet Amber. Now, it was still a planet with just a serial 

number and no name. 

“Are we going to this planet?” Aurora asked curiously. “Is there anything special about it?” 

Han Xiao nodded and randomly made up some reasons. “Some time ago, when a group of army 

members were exploring desolate planets, they discovered some information left by aliens. It seemed to 

be the travelling records of a certain explorer, and it had information about this planet, which stated 

that there was a civilization on it. Since we’re here, we shall go and take a look.” 

This reason was completely logical. Since Han Xiao was the one who said it, despite the others being 

somewhat puzzled, they had no doubts. After all, given what had happened with the Great Cosmos 

Corps, the existence of natives in the Flickering World was no longer shocking to them. 

Han Xiao did not exactly lie—Planet Amber was indeed the ruins of an extinct native civilization, and 

that Universal Treasure was in those ruins. 

[Spacetime Amber] was the name of this Universal Treasure. It was not built by this native civilization 

but an extraterrestrial object that landed on the planet accidentally. This civilization had once viewed it 

as their holy relic. 

In his previous life, as the dynasty’s allies steadily developed forward, the Spacetime Amber ended up in 

the hands of one of the dynasty’s allies who took part in the exploration. That person was Ravenlaude, 

one of the Beyond Grade As whom Han Xiao had met on the Crimson Dynasty’s mother planet, the 

member of the Ancient Ones who had a bad relationship with Aesop. 



After that, Ravenlaude was defeated by another Beyond Grade A in the Calamity of the Supers version, 

and the Spacetime Amber was taken away. After many incidents, the owner of the Spacetime Amber 

changed many times, one of them even being someone from the World Tree Civilization. In the end, it 

landed in the hands of the Federation of Light. 

The origin of the Spacetime Amber was very mysterious. The players in his previous life only found out 

about its origin at the late stages through special intelligence channels. It was not some shocking secret 

but involved the Primordial Ones and had a story to it. 

As for the effects of the Spacetime Amber, only one word could describe it—’unique’. 

It basically would not increase one’s strength at all, but its effects… were terrifying even for Beyond 

Grade As! 

According to Han Xiao’s memories of the storyline in his previous life, after the Spacetime Amber was 

discovered, more than five Beyond Grade As were ‘defeated’ by it! 

Since this thing had no owner, other than him, no one else even knew about the existence of the 

Spacetime Amber. He would be able to obtain it easily. 

… 

A few days later, the fleet arrived at Planet Amber and entered its atmosphere. 

The Fixed Star was relatively close to this planet, and the burning sun shone from the sky. The surface of 

Planet Amber was mainly desert with everlasting dull gray sandstorms roaming across the land. No signs 

of any civilizations could be seen. 

Han Xiao was just about to send out detection ships when Aurora closed her eyes for a moment and 

shook her head. 

“There are no vital signs on this planet.” 

“Your vital sign detection range can now cover an entire planet?” Shock flashed across Hila’s face. 

Seeing that everyone was looking, Aurora gave a shy smile but said with somewhat a proud tone, “I’ve 

grown too.” 

“Not bad, not bad.” Han Xiao smiled with satisfaction. 

Every time Aurora became stronger, he would always be quite happy. 

After all, this meant that Aurora’s healing power had become stronger. 

The Aurora Character Summon Card’s effect was full recovery, but that came from the interface, and 

Aurora’s healing power was limited. The cost of her ability was her own life force. With the astronomical 

amount of energy in his cells as a Beyond Grade A, Aurora would most likely be drained just from fully 

healing him one or two times. 

“Since there are no vital signs, the civilization you mentioned might have gone extinct, only leaving 

ruins,” Feidin said. 



Han Xiao nodded. He looked at the yellow desert and sent out detection ships to collect information of 

the planet’s underground environment. 

In the dynasty’s records, the civilization ruins that the Spacetime Amber was in were buried under the 

sand. As for the details of discovering the Spacetime Amber, there were no records. Therefore, he did 

not know its exact location. However, with the galactic grade detection devices he had, finding the 

civilization’s ruins was just a matter of time. 

As expected, before Han Xiao finished spectating a match of Wayne Card between Hadavy and another 

Black Star Guard, he received a message from the detection ships—many city-like ruins had been 

discovered under the desert. 

However, no special energy source was detected. 

No abnormal energy signal detected? Hmm, the Spacetime Amber should be on this planet. Maybe it’s 

because it hasn’t been charged for a very long time. 

Han Xiao looked at the ruins marked on the planet map and shook his head with resignation. 

Looks like I have to search all of them… Tsk, why didn’t the dynasty record the details of discovering the 

Spacetime Amber? Now I have to spend time searching for it slowly. 

Han Xiao told the fleet to standby outside the atmosphere. 

Looking down at the ground under his feet, Han Xiao waved his hand. An enormous mass of Mechanical 

Force gushed out, stirring up energy ripples. A gigantic light gate opened behind him, and inside were 

countless mechanical soldiers. This was the secondary dimensional army base that he had with him at all 

times. 

Clank! 

Countless mechanical soldiers swarmed out, with Psionic Prime and the thousands of mechanical lives at 

the front. They all looked at Han Xiao. 

After releasing millions of machines, Han Xiao then closed the secondary dimensional army base. The 

mechanical army aligned neatly in front of him, covering the sky. 

“You guys, search through the ruins, report any special discovery to me, and also look for this thing.” 

Han Xiao drew out the appearance of the Spacetime Amber in the quantum network and sent out this 

order to all the machines through Phillip. 

Hu! 

The next moment, the mechanical army before him split up and dug into the desert to explore the ruins. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

With so many helpful machinery assistants, Han Xiao did not want to waste time personally searching 

through so many ruins. 

“Master, we’ve discovered something special.” 



Not long after, Psionic Prime sent back some good news together with images. 

Han Xiao glanced at it. On the image was a huge room like some sort of a hall. The walls and the pillars 

were covered in drawings. In the middle of the room was a gigantic black disc with circuit-like patterns 

on it. It might be a product of mixing magic and technology. 

On the ground around the disc, there were many translucent spherical crystals, each about 1.5 meters 

tall with creatures of a certain species in them. Their bodies had no signs of rotting, but their 

expressions and movements were all completely still. They had no vital signs, like beings solidified by 

amber. 

This phenomenon is the effect of the Spacetime Amber… 

Han Xiao was surprised. He had visited Planet Amber in his previous life, but there were only ruins at 

that time, and these amber creatures were not there. These creatures must be the race that had once 

lived there. 

Maybe when Ravenlaude discovered the Spacetime Amber, he took away those specimens. 

However, this was good news. It meant that he was near the Spacetime Amber. 

Han Xiao called the fleet down. The spaceships used their traction beams and sucked this area of the 

desert dry, exposing the ruins where Psionic Prime was. 

The group of them quickly descended and landed in the ruins, following Psionic Prime’s signal deep into 

the heart of the ruins while observing the city on the way. 

Although the ruins seemed to be ancient, the original look of this civilization could still somewhat be 

seen. 

The patterns could still display their sense of beauty. This civilization seemed to be quite good at art. 

“They must’ve been quite a beautiful civilization,” Feidin said. 

“Maybe.” 

Han Xiao did not deny it. Very soon, they came to the center of the ruins. This was an enormous 

fortress, like it was a gigantic safehouse or sanctuary assembled from tons of tough materials. 

Psionic Prime’s team was in this fortress. Han Xiao and the others entered the hall in the image very 

soon. With a rough look, they realized that there were at least twenty thousand ambers. 

“What are these? It looks like amber.” Hadavy touched a piece of amber beside him with curiosity. The 

texture was very strange. He could not feel any temperature on the amber, but his hand could not move 

an inch further. 

Han Xiao causally came before a piece of amber and looked at the creature inside it. These creatures 

should be carbon-based mammals. They looked hairy and somewhat similar to sloths. It was about one 

meter tall, its eyes were wide open, and it had this constant anxious and uneasy expression on its face. 

Han Xiao turned around and glanced at Hila. He then signaled with his lips and said, “Try attacking it.” 



Swoosh! 

Without hesitation, a wave of energy gushed out from Hila’s eyes and landed on one piece of amber. 

The next moment, something strange happened. Although the amber was blown away, it was 

completely undamaged. The energy Hila released dissipated on the smooth surface of the amber 

completely. 

“Hmm?” Hila frowned. Unconvinced, energy concentrated once again as she planned to launch a much 

more powerful attack. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao hastily stopped her. “Enough, you don’t have to try again, or you’re going to 

destroy this entire room.” 

Hila had no choice but to stop then wondered, “This thing is immune to my attacks. Even my spiritual 

attack could not penetrate it.” 

“Not just that.” 

Han Xiao pressed on one piece of amber, and Mechanical Force gushed out from his palm. However, the 

lightning only swam on the surface of the amber; the amber itself was not damaged at all. 

“More accurately, this thing should be immune to all kinds of energy. It can’t be destroyed or damaged.” 

Han Xiao raised one piece of amber up and weighed it; it was not heavy. He put it down, shook his head, 

and said, “Beyond Grade As, or even the strongest Planetary Obliteration weapons of universal 

civilizations, can’t damage this amber.” 

Everyone was shocked. 

“How can there be such powerful material in the world?” 

“Even Beyond Grade As can’t destroy it? Impossible!” 

“Could it be…” Hila had a flash of insight. “Is this another Space Wonder?” 

Han Xiao caressed his chin and pretended to be thinking. “Hmm, possibly. It feels like the Evolution 

Cube, like a manmade product.” 

He was not very clear on how this kind of amber formed, but Space Wonders were always difficult to 

explain. According to the data in his previous life, this amber seemed to have solidified the time and 

space of a small area. 

Objects inside the amber would be isolated from reality, as if existing in another dimension that had no 

factor of time. 

According to that logic, the bodies of beings covered in this amber should not change; they should have 

a long or even infinite life span, like sleeping in a capsule, and their mind should be frozen as well… 

However, according to the NPCs who fought against it in his previous life, when they were trapped by 

the Spacetime Amber, they were indeed unable to control their bodies, and their energy could not 

escape it as well, but their mind was active. They could even see and hear what was happening outside 



the amber. They could even feel the passage of time in the outside world. It was like their minds were 

trapped in their bodies. This was what contradicted the logic and one of the important reasons this was 

one of the Space Wonders. 

Only the minds of individuals trapped too long by the Spacetime Amber would enter stagnation and 

vanish in the end, giving up on maintaining thoughts. Stronger individuals would be able to last longer. 

Therefore, this thing could create a cell that could trap any beings and not worry about the prisoner 

running away, while at the same time being a terrible torture. 

Even if the target was a Beyond Grade A! 

The only problem was that the process of activating the Spacetime Amber was quite long. It would be 

extremely difficult to trap a Beyond Grade A with it. 

If this falls into the hands of an enemy, it’s very threatening to me. I will have one less thing to worry 

about if it’s in my hands. 

All kinds of thoughts flashed past Han Xiao’s mind. He turned around and looked at the roughly ten-

meter-wide black disc in the middle of the room. He observed the patterns on the disc for a while and 

roughly confirmed that this was some kind of pattern to transmit energy. 

“Looks like this thing needs energy to be activated.” 

Han Xiao waved. Psionic Prime obediently turned into many hovering guards and shot out beams at the 

disc, transferring energy. 

Hum! 

The disc suddenly shivered. As if some kind of device had been activated, the patterns lit up, and the 

dust on it fell off. 

The next moment, this disc lit up entirely and displayed its real function… it was a screen. 

A video started playing on the screen. A creature of this civilization appeared and slowly spoke. 

At the time, their translators had yet to record this language, so they had no idea what it was saying. 

However, this did not prevent them from understanding the images. The images of this civilization 

before it went extinct appeared on the screen, as if it was displaying its entire history from the 

beginning. They started as primal beings, gradually learned to use tools. They invented airplanes and 

hovering cars, and they were trying to build galactic spaceships. The cities were beautiful, and the 

people were living peacefully. 

However, due to the abnormal activity of their Fixed Star, the environment of this planet changed 

drastically. A disaster that was more than enough to wipe out all lives on the planet occurred. In order to 

preserve their civilization, they used their ‘holy relic’ to seal their people and saved all the information 

of their civilization in the database. There were databases in every ruin to make sure whoever 

discovered this would receive this information. 

The appearance of that ‘holy relic’ was indeed the Spacetime Amber in Han Xiao’s memories. Realizing 

that he had come to the right place, Han Xiao was secretly relieved and continued watching. 



A large amount of energy was needed in order to use the Spacetime Amber. This civilization had almost 

depleted all their energy sources just to charge it so that they could use it multiple times. There were 

ambers not just in this city’s ruins but in every ruin. While they were watching this recording, the teams 

that were exploring the other ruins discovered more and more amber as well. 

At the end of the recording, the whereabouts of the Spacetime Amber was finally mentioned. It seemed 

to be placed in a huge city, but that was before the civilization went extinct, so they did not know which 

ruin it was. 

I’ll have Phillip copy their database first. If their language is deciphered, I will be able to understand 

what this recording was talking about and find the ruins the Spacetime Amber is at. 

Han Xiao was just about to act when a notification popped up on the interface. 
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_____________________ 

You have triggered the hidden mission [Traces of Existence]! 

Mission Introduction: Due to the abnormal activity of the Fixed Star, a world ending disaster engulfed 

the Yasre Civilization. Before their doom, the Yasreans selected two paths at the same time. They 

wanted to preserve a small part of their race with their holy relic so that they could survive this disaster 

and rebuild their civilization in the future. So, they were waiting for someone to use the holy relic to 

release them in the future. However, if no one came, the Yasreans were willing to become eternal 

specimens and preserve all the information about their civilization, leaving the traces of their existence 

in the wide and endless universe. You are the visitor they have waited many years for. Sadly, time has 

already decided their final fate. 

Mission Requirements: Using the Yasre Civilization’s ‘holy relic’, released all the Yasreans from the effect 

of their ‘holy relic’. 

Rewards: 1,500,000,000 EXP, 1 Legendary Point, 1 Random Reward, 780 Exploration Points, and 1 [Bold 

Explorer] Ability Shard. 

Chapter 837 The Last Witness 
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Hidden mission… Han Xiao was stunned for a moment. When he then saw the mission reward, surprise 

appeared on his face. The second [Bold Explorer] Ability Shard‽ 

Han Xiao immediately turned to look at Feidin, who had all his attention on the Yasre Civilization 

recording. He gripped his shoulders and shook him vigorously. 

“Wha… what are you doing?” Feidin stared at the overjoyed Han Xiao with a puzzled look on his face. 

“You, amazing!” 

Han Xiao was ecstatic. In his eyes, it was as if Feidin was emitting holy light from all over his body. 

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


There was a slim chance that hidden missions would reward [Bold Explorer] Ability Shards. Over the past 

few months, the players had discovered quite a number of hidden missions and shared them with him. 

However, he had never triggered this reward—the goddess of luck loathed him as usual. 
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With Feidin along with him, the goddess of luck basically deliberately lifted her dress to show Feidin the 

holy light. 

Han Xiao could not help but sigh in his mind. Overflowing charm, exceptional luck, a wife who he could 

sleep with in his mind, and the goddess of luck willing to be his mistress. Feidin was probably the biggest 

winner in life throughout the Black Star Army. 

Although Nero also had the Advanced Luck Glow… 

He was not handsome enough! 
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“You’re still the most reliable.” Han Xiao patted Feidin’s shoulder heavily with satisfaction on his face. 

Feidin’s face was filled with question marks. 

Seeing that everyone was looking at him with confusion, Han Xiao calmed himself down, coughed, and 

explained, “This civilization used its holy relic to build this kind of special amber. No one else other than 

us has visited this planet ever since. This means that this holy relic will be ours. I’m guessing that this is 

going to be another Universal Treasure.” 

The others did not know that Han Xiao had come to this planet with a clear goal. They nodded and 

suspected nothing. 

Han Xiao told the machines to search and found the database. Phillip copied all the data inside and 

finally deciphered the language of the Yasre Civilization. 
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Having updated the language packs of the translator, they returned to the black disc again and 

rewatched the recording. This time, they understood what it was about. 

“I’m the leader of the Yasreans. Lucky visitors, when you see this recording, we might have already gone 

extinct. No matter who you are, please watch this recording till the end…” 

The mission introduction on the interface had already explained the rough situation, so Han Xiao just 

filled in the details by watching it again. 

The recording talked about the situation of the Yasre Civilization, which was within their expectations. 

At the end of the recording, the Yasrean hoped that the visitor could complete two things. One was to 

undo the effects of the Spacetime Amber, and the Yasreans shared their knowledge of the Spacetime 

Amber to make things easier. However, they had very limited knowledge about this extraterrestrial 

object that exceeded their understanding. 
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The second thing was for the visitor to preserve the information about the Yasre Civilization if the 

Yasreans were extinct so that the traces of their existence would remain. 

The group of them had been traveling the universe for many years and were used to the end of 

civilizations long ago. This was what the universe was; new species were born, and old species went 

extinct every second. If they would easily be affected every time, they would have no time to do 

anything else. 

However, every civilization was a miracle of life, so they would still respect the final wishes of a 

civilization when necessary. 

Before that, Han Xiao had to first do what he had gone there to do. 

With the translation, he knew the location of the Spacetime Amber. Han Xiao told the machines to bring 

out all of the ambers from every ruins and gather at the location of the Spacetime Amber. 

… 

Not long after, they landed at the ruins where the Spacetime Amber was. 

Following the images, Han Xiao came to an empty room in the middle of this ruins’ central sanctuary. A 

mural entered his sights. It was about eight meters tall and thirty meters wide. The drawings were about 

the history of the Yasreans. 

One of the images was a meteor-like black stone falling down from the clouds, with a group of tiny 

people below looking up. Han Xiao hovered up and came before this painting. He extended his hand and 

touched the meteor on this drawing. 

His palm pressed onto the wall, and energy blew away the thick accumulated layer of dust. 

Hu! 

The dust was blown away. 

Han Xiao pressed down heavily and cracked the meteor drawing open. Stones fell onto the ground. 

Ka! 

He dug out a dim white crystal from behind the wall, which had the same shape as the meteor in the 

painting. 

Looking at the white crystal in his hands, Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

This ordinary looking crystal was the core of the Spacetime Amber. The Yasreans had hidden it in this 

mural. 

_____________________ 

You have received [Spacetime Amber]. 

Spacetime Amber: A Space Wonder object with an unknown origin. It can freeze spacetime and form a 

solid layer with the appearance of amber around all kinds of things. Energy cost depends on the size of 

the amber formed. Current Energy Value: 0 



_____________________ 

“I got it.” Han Xiao was thrilled. 

This was the easiest to obtain Universal Treasure for him. After all, no one else knew about this thing’s 

existence other than him. 

As he landed on the ground, the others surrounded him and sized the Spacetime Amber up with 

curiosity. 

“This is the holy relic that can create amber that can block all kinds of attacks?” Hila sized the Spacetime 

Amber up. “Why does it not have any energy reaction at all?” 

“This thing needs to be charged to be used,” Han Xiao explained. He then shot out a powerful flow of 

energy into the Spacetime Amber in his hands. 

Boom! 

An invisible impact wave exploded from Han Xiao’s body like a tornado. This was the aura that Han Xiao 

emitted when he released his energy at the maximum capacity. 

The Mechanical Force flew into the Spacetime Amber as the dim Spacetime Amber started to gradually 

light up. 

In the past four months, Han Xiao had completed the [Heber Stellar Furnace Cultivation] training. Having 

spent 3.9 billion EXP, his maximum energy had increased by more than 17,000, which was quite worth it 

for him. 

The Spacetime Amber was like a bottomless pit that could devour an infinite amount of energy. Its 

energy value slowly grew. 

Using the Spacetime Amber required a large amount of energy, but to a Mechanic who had mastered 

the psionic energy, there was more than enough energy. 

Han Xiao thought about it and stopped using his own energy. He took out a few psionic reactors as 

batteries and linked them with the Spacetime Amber to keep charging it. It seemed like there was no 

limit to the amount of energy the Spacetime Amber could contain, so he did not worry about 

overcharging it. 

After charging it, the Spacetime Amber finally showed an energy reaction. 

With the Spacetime Amber in his hands, Han Xiao could feel the energy inside it. The method to use the 

Spacetime Amber was very simple; he just had to guide energy within it. 

The way the Yasre Civilization used it was quite rough and did not have much to learn from, but Han 

Xiao recalled the better ways to use it, which the owners of the Spacetime Amber in his previous life had 

used. He could build a device that had the same frequency as the Spacetime Amber and put the 

Spacetime Amber in it. He could then connect to the device with Nerves Connection, so he would be 

able to control the Spacetime Amber with his mind and with greater accuracy. 



Han Xiao would be able to easily build such a device, but now was not the time. He was not in a hurry to 

test the Spacetime Amber’s powers, so he decided to complete the hidden mission first. 

The group of them walked out of the central sanctuary of the ruins. All of the Yasreans’ ambers were 

moved into those ruins. There were so many of them that they could not see the end of it. 
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Han Xiao came before a Yasrean and slashed the amber’s surface with the Spacetime Amber. The 

Spacetime Amber cut the translucent amber open with ease. 

The Spacetime Amber could freely penetrate the amber created from itself and would not be affected 

by the frozen spacetime. 

Pa! 

Like a bubble, this piece of amber dissipated in the air. The Yasrean inside collapsed onto the ground. 

Aurora hastily helped him up and said with joy, “There are vital signs. He’s still alive.” 

“His soul has died. Although his body is still alive, he’s a living dead man.” Hila shook her head. 

Unlike Aurora, she could sense the soul of lives, and she knew that the body of this Yasrean was just an 

empty shell despite it being still alive. 

Han Xiao scanned through it. Due to the Spacetime Amber, the body of this Yasrean was maintained at 

the state it was in before being frozen. Although its brain had stopped working, it did not show any signs 

of deterioration and was still very much alive like his body. This meant that this person’s brain was 

frozen as well. However, if one’s brain was frozen too, there should not be any brain activity at all. 

He made a speculation. Since one’s body energy would not be used in the amber, maybe it was their 

soul energy that supported their brain activity. This meant that soul energy being depleted was what 

caused their mind to die off. The stronger the individual, the more soul energy they had, so they could 

last longer. 

That’s not impossible. 

Having thought of the origin of the Spacetime Amber, Han Xiao did not think that this was a strange 

phenomenon. 

The effect of the Spacetime Amber came from the Esper Ability of one of the Primordial Ones, whose 

Esper Ability was ‘Spacetime Freeze’, which was on the Super High Risk Esper Ability List. 

Most of the abilities on the Super High Risk Esper Ability List had existed before, and this Primordial One 

was the first Esper who was discovered to be able to freeze space and time. 

Such abilities were exceedingly rare. It was also a high-level forbidden technique in the Mage class. 

Back then, this Primordial One was under the command of an advanced civilization and was killed in 

action. He had a Primordial One friend whose ability was to modify the properties of objects. That 

person turned his body into a crystal that would never rot and let it wander the universe as a form of 

burial. However, somehow, while wandering the universe, this crystal underwent a change that no one 



knew the cause of. It not only preserved the Primordial One’s ability to freeze spacetime, but its ability 

mutated too and became a Space Wonder. This was the origin of the Spacetime Amber, which the 

players only found out about in the later versions. 

Pulling his thoughts back, Han Xiao used the Spacetime Amber to release all the Yasreans. 

After checking through, none of their souls were still alive. 

“Sigh, they’re all dead.” Feidin shook his head. 

Han Xiao initially had a little bit of hope, thinking that maybe there would be a protagonist type 

character among the Yasreans who would make it. Sadly, there were none. In the face of time, it 

seemed like no one could escape death. 

Seeing this, although they were used to seeing the ends of civilizations, they all had no mood to chat and 

kept silent. 

_____________________ 

You have released all the Yasreans from the effects of the Spacetime Amber! 

[Traces of Existence] Completed! 

You have received 1,500,000,000 EXP and 780 Exploration Points. 

You have received 1 Random Reward. 

You have received 1 Legendary Point. 

[Planet Legendary Point (Yasreans)—The Last Witness]: You witnessed the last moment of Yasreans with 

your own eyes. A civilization’s last sign of life vanished right before your eyes. Maybe, in the end, 

everything vanishes with time, but at least they existed. 

_____________________ 

Han Xiao sighed. “Phillip, move these bodies onto the ship. Cremate them and release them in the 

universe.” 

Feidin looked over. “Are you not preserving specimens using the Spacetime Amber?” 

“Their souls dissipated with their civilization. Their bodies should be released too.” 

Han Xiao had already scanned the bodies of the Yasreans, and there was nothing special. Furthermore, 

the Spacetime Amber had yet to be shown to the world, so he wanted to keep it as a trump card and not 

leave any clues behind. 

He still remembered that he was a member of the Spacetime Research Council, which preserved the 

data of all the civilizations that had disappeared throughout history and shared this knowledge with 

others, so more people would know about these civilizations that had once existed in the universe. 

Giving the data to the Spacetime Research Council was probably the best ending for this civilization. 



“Master, hum… Do you want me to upload the data of the Yasre Civilization to the Spacetime Research 

Council database?” 

“Upload it.” 

Han Xiao nodded. He temporarily hid away the data regarding the Spacetime Amber. 

With the Spacetime Amber in his hands, they returned to the fleet and headed back. 

Inside different spaceships, the bodies of the Yasreans were cremated one after another and then 

poured into the universe. The fleet dragged along a tail of ash as it departed. 

… 

As the fleet entered hyperdrive, Han Xiao rejected Hadavy’s request to spar for the time being and 

locked himself up in the machinery modification room. He planned to first build the portable device of 

the Spacetime Amber. 

As the devices were connected to the Spacetime Amber and detecting its perimeters, Han Xiao stood 

aside and looked at it. 

“This is the second Universal Treasure I have obtained, which means it’s a new trump card. The 

Evolution Cube can make genes evolve, and the Spacetime Amber can freeze spacetime…” 

The Evolution Cube could be used for networking, and the Spacetime Amber… could perhaps be used as 

a tool of intimidation. 

This time, Han Xiao suddenly had a flash of insight. 

Since the Spacetime Amber could block the transmit of energy, if he covered the Evolution Cube with 

amber… did that mean Psyker would not be able to sense it? 

“Makes sense. Anyway, I don’t use the Evolution Cube all the time, and I can unseal it when I need to. 

But I’m not sure if this will stop Psyker from wanting to take it back… I know the Arcane Church most 

likely won’t give up.” 

He planned to first give the Spacetime Amber a portable device and then test if this idea would work. 

After all, building a small device would only take him a few minutes. 

Han Xiao temporarily placed this matter aside. He opened the interface and looked at his ability list. 

With the two Ability Shards of the [Bold Explorer], this ability was activated. He could activate it when 

exploring the unknown or studying objects, which would give him partial information of these things. 

Cooldown is seven days, and the side effect is decreased Luck for fourteen days. Hehe, not like that 

makes a difference. 

Any side effects that were related to Luck were meaningless to him! 
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Han Xiao smiled with pride. 



Wait a minute, this isn’t something to be proud of! 

Han Xiao looked at the side. 

He decided to use the effect of this ability on the Spacetime Amber. 

He knew the origin of the Spacetime Amber, so he could use it to see the accuracy of this ability. 

Chapter 838 Inheritance of a Primordial One and Test 

_____________________ 

You have used ability [Bold Explorer] on [Spacetime Amber]! 

You have received the following information… 

_____________________ 

Everything in his sights suddenly shattered into pieces. His vision was pulled away, and he flew out of 

the Star System and the Star Field. As if he rode the river of time on an amber boat, he started seeing 

images of the past. 
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The next moment, his vision suddenly pulled in like he was falling from the sky. The pieces reformed into 

an image in front of him—it was a person. 

A video started playing before his eyes. This person was on a planet. Beside him were countless 

enemies, and above him were fleets that shrouded the entire sky. With every movement this person 

made, an impact wave of energy emitted from his body and froze spacetime, freezing countless 

spaceships and Supers. 

The images were as if Han Xiao was there when it happened. He knew that the person in the image was 

the Primordial One who became the Spacetime Amber, and these images were the past of the 

Spacetime Amber. 

“I see. So, this ability’s method of relaying information is to let me see some images directly. That’s quite 

similar to the Destiny’s Child Character Summon Card I once had.” 
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Very soon, this Primordial One met a strong opponent. This time, the image of the battle fast forwarded 

and skipped the details of the battle, arriving at the results—the consciousness of this Primordial One 

was heavily damaged, his soul was shattering, and he was at the doorstep of death. 

Another Beyond Grade A friend of his arrived and guarded him while retreating. 

This time, this Primordial One whose consciousness was already blurry suddenly grabbed onto the 

shoulder of his friend. 

“I’m done for. Don’t let my body fall into the hands of the enemies.” 

“Okay.” 



The expression of his friend was hidden behind his armor as he pressed onto the body of this Primordial 

One without hesitation and activated his ability. 

This Primordial One lowered all his defenses and did not resist at all. His body crystalized at a visible 

rate, gradually shrinking into a palm-sized crystal, and was thrown into the cosmic space by his friend. 

At this time, the images stopped, and Han Xiao regained his focus. 

“Hmm, although I knew about this long ago, if I didn’t know, this would basically have uncovered the 

origin of the Spacetime Amber. That’s quite an important piece of information. The ability’s effect is 

quite good.” 
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Han Xiao nodded. This effect was suitable for finding out hidden factors and could even be used multiple 

times on the same target, each time supposedly getting different pieces of information. If used enough 

times, there would be a high chance of finding out all the information about an unknown object or 

matter. 

As for the sixty-percent Luck decrease for fourteen days, Han Xiao ignored it completely. His Luck was 

only one to start with, and it would never become negative, so it made absolutely no difference. 

Since the test results were accurate, Han Xiao planned to use this on that set of wormhole data EsGod 

wanted after the cooldown ended. If he was not able to figure it out the first time, he would use it 

multiple times until he did. 

At this time, a notification popped up on the interface and broke Han Xiao’s train of thought. 

_____________________ 

You have triggered the Hidden Chain Mission [Inheritance of a Primordial One—Spacetime Freezer]. 

Mission Introduction: Through some means, you came to know that it turns out the Spacetime Amber is 

the remnant of a Beyond Grade A. He is one of the Primordial Ones—Spacetime Freezer. You have 

received his inheritance. If you can fulfil his wishes, you will have a deeper understanding of the 

Spacetime Amber. 

Round One Mission Requirements: Find out the wishes of the Spacetime Freezer. 

Reward: +1 Soul Connection with the Spacetime Amber 

_____________________ 

Han Xiao was puzzled. 

What the hell is this mission? I have never even heard of it before! 

How was this hidden mission triggered? Oh, I get it. 

Han Xiao figured out very soon after being surprised for a while. 



Although he had known about the origin of the Spacetime Amber since long ago, personal memories 

had zero influence on the interface. Only when he obtained information through his actions would the 

interface recognize that as him fulfilling the prerequisite of the hidden mission. 

By using [Bold Explorer] and seeing the images about the origin of the Spacetime Amber, he had 

triggered the mission. 

In his previous life, no player had ever obtained the Spacetime Amber, so of course, no one knew that 

this mission existed. He was the first person to ever trigger this mission. 

As for the Soul Connection, Han Xiao knew what it was. It was more common among Mages and 

Psychics, and it could be understood as the affinity with a certain object. For example, the higher the 

Soul Connection one had with a certain item, the more powerful that item would be when that person 

used it, and the easier it would be for that person to control that item. 

There was an example right under his nose—Psyker and the Evolution Cube. Having controlled the 

Evolution Cube for such a long time, Psyker had planted a deep psychic mark on the Evolution Cube long 

ago and could receive benefits from the Evolution Cube that strengthened his psychic power. This was 

because Psyker’s Soul Connection with the Evolution Cube was very high. 

In Han Xiao’s previous life, this function only became available in the later versions, and only some 

special equipment or items had Soul Connections. However, this was not absolute. If a player had a 

normal object on them all the time, they might still be able to create a Soul Connection with that item. 
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“I’m not a Psychic nor Mage, so god knows when I would have formed a Soul Connection with this thing. 

This mission skipped the hardest part for me. From a certain perspective, the Spacetime Amber is 

basically the body of that Primordial One. The fact that completing his wishes increases my Soul 

Connection with the Spacetime Amber might mean that I’m more accepted by his body. Hahaha.” 

Han Xiao grinned and opened the interface. There was now also a new field under the item description 

of the Spacetime Amber. 

_____________________ 

Spacetime Amber Soul Connection: 0/5 

_____________________ 

With such a reward, Han Xiao was more willing to complete this mission. 

Although the Primordial Ones were from a very long time ago, as the first batch of Beyond Grade As, 

information about them was quite rich. Many institutions were passionate about studying them. 

Spacetime Freezer was not someone unknown, so it was easy to obtain information about him. 

As for the wishes of Spacetime Freezer, Han Xiao was not worried about not being able to find out. 

According to the way the interface worked, he did not really have to study the life of Spacetime Freezer. 

As long as he had actions of browsing through data about Spacetime Freezer, the interface should treat 

it as him completing the requirement and give him the next round’s mission requirements. 



While he told Phillip to research online, Han Xiao also started to build a simple control device for the 

Spacetime Amber. 

As long as he could establish a Soul Connection with the Spacetime Amber, not only would he be able to 

receive benefits from this Universal Treasure, but he would also most likely be able to control the 

Spacetime Amber with his mind. However, he had yet to receive the reward, so he needed a mechanical 

device to use the Spacetime Amber. 

Han Xiao finished building it very quickly. 

The Spacetime Amber was covered in a black, spherical device. This device could activate the energy of 

the Spacetime Amber and allow Han Xiao to control it with his mind. At the same time, it also had 

functions of a hovering guard such as flight, shield, and others. 

With a thought in Han Xiao’s mind, he controlled the Spacetime Amber to hover and activated the 

device. 

Clank! 

A small hole cracked open on the spherical device. The next moment, invisible energy shot out from the 

hole and started to change the properties of an area of space. The area of influence slowly expanded. 

When Han Xiao stopped the energy output of the Spacetime Amber, only then was this area solidified 

into amber. 

“The output of the Spacetime Amber seems to be fixed, and the speed of creating amber is quite slow. 

At this speed, it would take many minutes to create the amount of amber needed to cover a two-meter-

tall creature. Plus, the area only turns into amber when the energy output is cut off.” 

After some thought, Han Xiao called Psionic Prime out to do tests and very soon received multiple test 

results. 

When Psionic Prime was completely covered, he was unable to move, his signals were cut off, he could 

not communicate with the outside world, and Phillip could not send him orders. 

Han Xiao also tried to only cover a part of Psionic Prime’s body to see if he could cut off Psionic Prime’s 

control of those parts. However, this failed. Apparently, during the process of solidifying spacetime, the 

edge had to be unobstructed. If it was obstructed by a physical object, the amber would not form. This 

was really similar to blowing bubbles. 

“Therefore, in order to freeze a target, the only way is to completely cover it…” 

Han Xiao caressed his chin and had an idea. Since the Spacetime Amber could block all kinds of energy 

and redirect them away, it could be used as a special kind of external armor. 

The only problem was that he could not shape the amber to his will for the time being. The amber he 

created would only be spherical. 

Furthermore, the Spacetime Amber would only cause the energy to slip away but not block it. In order 

to make it useful on his armor, he had to use it over large areas. Since he could not manipulate its shape, 

he could not achieve something like that yet. Maybe he would only be able to after establishing a Soul 

Connection with the Spacetime Amber. 



Nonetheless, Han Xiao still had a way. He planned to create some amber spheres larger than himself. 

Then he would use devices with nano-shapeshifting functions to cover these amber spheres. When 

attacked, he could use those amber spheres as a barrier, which might be even stronger than his tank 

talents. 

“That can be considered a special means of defense.” 

No wonder so many people had fought for this Universal Treasure in his previous life. 

Although the Spacetime Amber was not originally a combat tool, as long as he used it properly, it could 

still have astonishing effects. Its impact on battles was even larger than the Evolution Cube. 

After he finished testing the Spacetime Amber’s effects, he then used it to seal the Evolution Cube. 

… 

At the same time, on the Star Pupil Holy Race Mother Planet… 

“Black Star!” 

Outside the room, two guards were startled by the sudden furious yell of their leader and exchanged 

looks. 

Inside the room, Psyker’s face was filled with rage and shock. 

All along, despite having lost the Evolution Cube, Psyker did not look anxious. This was because of his 

deep connection with the Evolution Cube. Even though the Evolution Cube was not in his hands, the 

marker that he had on the Evolution Cube still strengthened his psychic power all the time. 
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It was like Black Star had only stolen the Evolution Cube’s body but not its heart, and Psyker knew the 

Evolution Cube still loved him. 

As he could always locate the Evolution Cube, Psyker felt like the situation was still in his control. 

However, moments earlier, Psyker had shockingly discovered that his senses for the Evolution Cube had 

vanished without a trace! 

To him, this was as if his wife who had only been enduring the enemy in order to survive had suddenly 

developed feelings for the enemy and lost feelings for him. 

All Psyker could feel was rage in all five of his hearts and a greener than ever emotion. 

Chapter 839 Change and Superstition 

“How did Black Star block my psychic senses of the Evolution Cube?” 

Beep beep! 

While Psyker was shocked and bewildered, his communicator suddenly rang. As he took it out and 

looked at it. His pupils constricted, and he clenched his teeth. 

It was a call from Black Star! 



“Hello, hello, is this Psyker?” Han Xiao appeared on the screen. 
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“Black Star! What did you do‽” Psyker yelled. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao pretended to be shocked and replied, “Yo, I haven’t seen you in some time. When 

did your skin become so green?” 

After some mocking, seeing that Psyker’s face was filled with rage, Han Xiao chuckled and immediately 

hung up the communication without waiting for Psyker’s reply. 

In order to test out the effect, Han Xiao had made a call to Psyker. Having heard Psyker’s tone, he knew 

that it had worked. Therefore, he had nothing more to say to Old Psy and hung up immediately. 
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Originally, Psyker’s link to the Evolution Cube had been a hidden threat. Now, he had finally gotten rid of 

this advantage Psyker had on him. Han Xiao felt much more secured. 

The Arcane Church had no intelligence network in the Flickering World, so they would have to rely on 

Psyker’s link to the Evolution Cube to track him if they wanted to attack him. And now, the Arcane 

Church no longer had that. 

Part of the Arcane Church’s strong desire for the Evolution Cube came from how Psyker was able to 

locate the Evolution Cube, as they thought they had a good chance to snatch it back. Once they lost 

that, they would have to carefully reconsider if they wanted to take the Evolution Cube back. 

Although he had decided to stay in Planet Lighthouse and lie low for some time, there was no way for 

him to keep hiding. Furthermore, the Arcane Church definitely would not think that the dynasty did not 

speculate their intentions. If there were really no chances of sneak attacking, it was not impossible for 

them to directly attack Planet Lighthouse. 

Due to the exploration of a new Star Field, the dynasty was currently in a weaker state among the three 

civilizations, and the other two had always been looking for opportunities. It was totally possible for the 

Arcane Church to start a direct conflict with the dynasty. Although the chances of the Arcane Church 

using such an aggressive plan were not high given their style, Han Xiao did not completely exclude this 

possibility. 

After all, he had changed the storyline. Compared to the same time period in his previous life, the 

relationship between organizations had changed subtly. Even he did not know how far the Arcane 

Church would go to obtain the Evolution Cube. 

If he could make the Arcane Church give up this time, he would not have to be on the passive side in the 

future. 

As for whether Psyker would still follow the Arcane Church to make a move on him, Han Xiao was not 

worried. Even just to find out why his senses were blocked, Psyker would certainly come. Evolution Cube 

had belonged to Psyker, so the Arcane Church would not leave its formal owner out of it. Therefore, he 

could still indirectly find out about the Arcane Church’s movements through paying attention to Psyker’s 

whereabouts. 



“You…” Psyker was just about to question when he realized the call had ended. The anger was stuck in 

his throat and made his blood boil. 
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Psyker paused. He then contacted the upper echelons of the Arcane Church with a long face. 

“There’s been a change. I can no longer locate Black Star.” 

“What?” The upper echelons of the Arcane Church were shocked. “The operation plan has already been 

decided. For such an accident to happen now… Since we no longer know Black Star’s accurate location, 

we will have to change our operation plan.” 

The Arcane Church’s original plan was to discreetly gather an overwhelming Beyond Grade A force and 

have them secretly go to the Flickering World, sneak up on Black Star when he was out exploring, and 

kill him at once. The crux for this plan to work was the fact that Psyker could locate Han Xiao. 

Psyker had never had a problem locating Black Star, but Black Star had managed to suddenly cut 

Psyker’s senses off at such a crucial moment, and this disrupted the Arcane Church’s plan. 

Originally, they planned to have a group of Beyond Grade As attack Black Star when he was alone, so 

they could eliminate Black Star in a short time and immediately return to the Shattered Star Ring 

afterward through their secret stargate. 

Since they could not directly locate Black Star, they might have to give up on killing Black Star and 

capture Black Star instead so that they could interrogate him about the location of the Evolution Cube. 

This meant that their Beyond Grade As would need to spend a very long time in the Flickering World. 

In that new Star Field, the Arcane Church basically had no backup at all. Every second those Beyond 

Grade As remained there, their risks would increase. If their secret stargate was discovered and 

destroyed by the dynasty during their operation, those Beyond Grade As would have no way to leave 

the Flickering World and would be trapped there till their doom. 

“I need to report this to the Pope and the Bishops to let them decide,” this upper echelon said. 

Due to this change, the risk of this operation had increased tremendously, so it was no longer a decision 

he could make. 

Nonetheless, he was secretly glad that this had happened before the operation started. For the time 

being, their team was still secretly on the way to the Garu Star Cluster and had yet to build the exit of 

the stargate, and the Beyond Grade As of the Arcane Church were still standing by. There was still room 

to make changes to the plan. 

“Okay,” Psyker replied with resignation. Despite being more impatient than ever, he knew that there 

was no way he would be able to order the Arcane Church around. 

… 

Through the stargates, it only took Han Xiao a few days of beating up Hadavy for his fleet to return to 

Planet Lighthouse in the Dawn Star Cluster. 



Tarrokov had already spoken to Han Xiao and knew that Han Xiao would be lying low on Planet 

Lighthouse for a while. He welcomed Han Xiao personally with his people at the dock. 

The fleet landed, and Han Xiao disembarked from his spaceship with his officers, meeting Tarrokov. 

“Chief commander.” 

“Your Excellency Black Star.” 

After a handshake and a greeting, the two of them headed toward the base of the Planet Lighthouse in a 

vehicle and started chatting. 

“Who’s in the second batch that will be taking part in the exploration?” Han Xiao asked casually. 

Tarrokov gave him a knowing expression before pressing on his bracelet, which projected the 

information of eleven organizations. 

Han Xiao glanced through and nodded in his mind. He knew these organizations. They were all 

renowned organizations of the different Star Fields. There were Beyond Grade A allied organizations. 

There were also Star Cluster civilizations like Klent, and they all were on the dynasty’s side. 

“Constellation Corridor’s Arcane Institute, Primeval Star River’s Pyre Demon Tribe, Blackhole Edge’s 

Dragonblood Nation, Sea of Star Spirits’ City of the Giant Fleet… A total of four Beyond Grade A 

organizations. Yo, three of them are familiar faces.” 

During his trip to the dynasty’s mother planet a few months ago, Han Xiao had come to know seven 

Beyond Grade A Dynasty allies—three of whom had joined this exploration. 

The leader of the Arcane Institute was a member of the universe-renowned elderly celebrity group—a 

member of the Ancient Ones, Ravenlaude. 

The leader of the Pyre Demon Tribe was an old friend, Beyoni, who had fought EsGod alongside him. The 

leader of the City of the Giant Fleet was also someone he had met before. He was a Beyond Grade A 

Mechanic. 

The only person he had never met before was the leader of the Dragonblood Nation, Milizaus. This guy 

was one of the three strongest National Pillars, someone on the same level as ‘Dark Lord’ Clotti, and the 

strongest individual in this exploration team. 

Among the four of them, Han Xiao paid more attention to Ravenlaude—the area this guy would be 

exploring was the same as him, the Garu Star Cluster. He was a direct competitor. Also, Ravenlaude was 

the first owner of the Spacetime Amber in his previous life. 

Of course, this time, Han Xiao had gotten it first, and Ravenlaude had missed the opportunity. 

Han Xiao thought for a while and asked, “The dynasty said they will send one Beyond Grade A directly 

under them to protect me from the Arcane Church’s possible sudden attack. Who will that be?” 

Tarrokov waved and said, “The plan has changed. Milizaus and Beyoni have personally requested to 

protect you. This is a better option.” 

Han Xiao was stunned for a moment. Then it occurred to him, and he smiled. 



“They must have said their terms.” 

“Yes.” Tarrokov smiled too. “They want to exchange this for a chance at using the Evolution Cube.” 

Han Xiao had expressed his stand long ago—he would not let the other dynasty allies use the Evolution 

Cube for free. If they wanted to use it, they had to give something in exchange. Therefore, Milizaus and 

Beyoni both wanted to make a deal with Han Xiao. 

“What do you think? Do you agree with their terms?” 

Han Xiao considered for a while before nodding. “Sure.” 

This meant that he would have one more person to help him than previously planned and a much 

stronger one. Therefore, he had no objections. He could even use this opportunity to network a little. 

He recalled that the Dragonblood Nation’s faction specialty was all kinds of dragonblood potions that 

would increase one’s attributes permanently. He was thinking that he might be able to obtain some of it 

this time. Han Xiao’s goal was not high at all; a mere few hundred tons would be enough. 

The second batch of the exploration team took different routes. The quicker ones would only take 

around ten days to arrive, and the slower ones might need a month. However, they had already 

gathered their teams, so that would not cause any unnecessary delays. 
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Having travelled all the way to the base, Han Xiao and his officers settled down in their residence that 

had been arranged for them long ago. 

For the time he would be staying there, he would temporarily stop going out and only remotely 

command the Black Star Army to do their exploration. There was no need for him to be there personally 

for the usual exploration. 

… 

In a desolate universe belt of the Central Galaxy, the enormous Fallen Ark fleet was slowly moving in the 

cosmic space like a sea made of battleships. 

“The Arcane Church said the operation is going to be delayed?” 

Having been awoken, EsGod narrowed his eyes as he heard Fakisen’s report. 

“Reason?” 

“The Arcane Church said there was a problem with the building of the secret stargate, and the Crimson 

Dynasty has sent out a second batch of the exploration team. Therefore, the risk of the operation has 

increased, and they need to adjust the plan. They told us to be patient and continue waiting,” Fakisen 

reported. 

EsGod slowly nodded. 

“Then let’s do as they asked.” 



“One more thing,” Fakisen said. “The Arcane Church said that there might be a possibility of directly 

attacking, so they hope that we can send out more fleets if that happens.” 

“So, they want us to send out more men to reduce their losses due to higher risks… Their style is 

becoming more and more similar to that of the Federation of Light.” EsGod’s tone was cold and 

indifferent. “Agree to it.” 

As long as he could obtain the Evolution Cube, the casualties of his subordinates did not matter to him 

at all. 

As he had been tricked by Black Star using a fake Evolution Cube the last time, EsGod wanted to work 

with the Arcane Church by using the Arcane Church as the middleman to borrow Psyker’s psychic 

locating ability, so he would not make the same mistake again. 

This was an important factor in their cooperation. 

However, Psyker could no longer use his psychic power to locate the Evolution Cube, and if EsGod came 

to know about this, he would most likely reconsider their partnership. 

Although the Arcane Church had yet to make a new plan, they did not want EsGod to back away from 

this operation. Therefore, they purposely kept the information about Psyker no longer being able to 

locate the Evolution Cube a secret from EsGod and found another logical reason to explain the delay of 

the operation. 

Due to the deep hatred Psyker had for EsGod for what happened to Planet Avitan, of course, the Arcane 

Church did not tell Psyker that EsGod was part of this operation too. 

Therefore, EsGod did not know about what had happened with Psyker and waited for the operation to 

start. 

… 

After staying for two days on Planet Lighthouse, Han Xiao had already finished looking through all the 

information about Spacetime Freezer that had been collected by Phillip. 

As expected, when he was done, a notification popped up on the interface. The first round of the 

mission was an easy one. 

Having received the reward, his Soul Connection with the Spacetime Amber increased by one. Han Xiao 

could immediately feel the difference. 

Somehow, he could feel that his soul had established a link with the Spacetime Amber. He no longer 

needed any supportive device and could now directly control the Spacetime Amber with his mind. 

At the same time, a special energy flowed into his body through the Soul Connection that made him feel 

warm all over. Han Xiao exhaled with comfort. 

This energy only disappeared after a while. Han Xiao instantly felt that this energy had enhanced his 

body to a certain extent. He opened the interface to look at the notification. 

_____________________ 



You have established a Soul Connection with [Spacetime Amber]. 

Current Soul Connection Level: 1/5 

[Spacetime Amber] 

Grade: Gold 

Item Type: Universal Treasure 

You have received the buff [Blessing of the Spacetime Amber]. 

[Blessing of the Spacetime Amber (Lv.1)]: +10% Maximum Energy, +50 STR, +50 DEX, +50 END, +100 INT, 

+25 MYS, +25 CHA, +50% Basic Space Resistance, +20% Basic Psychological Resistance. The effect of all 

your spacetime related abilities are increased by 12% – 24%. 

Buff Duration: Fixed 

_____________________ 

“It’s just level one, and the effect is already this good.” Han Xiao’s eyes lit up. 

Just like how the Evolution Cube strengthened Psyker’s psychic power, when he made a Soul Connection 

with the Spacetime Amber, he became stronger. 

Han Xiao took out the Spacetime Amber and tried to use it. He realized that the energy output was 

higher, and the speed of creating amber increased significantly for about twenty to thirty percent. 

“Looks like the stronger the Soul Connection, the faster I’m able to create amber with this thing.” 

Han Xiao looked at the second round of the mission, which also increased the Soul Connection. The 

mission requirement was to find the whereabouts of Spacetime Freezer’s race and make contact with 

his descendants who had carried on his legacy. 

“Er… this requirement…” 

Han Xiao had a strange expression on his face. 

It was not that he could not find the descendants of Spacetime Freezer, but they were too easy to find. 

He had already finished reading all the data regarding Spacetime Freezer. He knew that this guy’s race 

still existed and had always been under the civilization that Spacetime Freezer had once belonged to. 

The only problem was… basically every descendant race of a Beyond Grade A had extraordinary talents 

and a very high percentage of Supers. They were always seen as an important resource by the 

civilizations and were protected heavily to produce warriors. 

Spacetime Freezer’s descendant race was also protected by the civilization that they belonged to and 

were practically not allowed to make any contact with outsiders. 

This civilization had survived in the exploration era and had become an astronomical force. 

It was one of the three universal civilizations—the Federation of Light! 



If I, a Beyond Grade A on the Dynasty’s side suddenly, run to the Federation of Light’s territory… 

Do I have to sneak in again? If I get found out this time, I’m probably going to be surrounded and beaten 

to death in the Federation of Light’s territory… 

Han Xiao’s lips twitched. He was in the Flickering World and did not have time to leave, so it was clear 

that he would not be able to complete the second round of the mission any time soon. Therefore, he 

put it aside for the time being. 

Anyway, he had the treasure in his hands, so he was in no hurry. He had something else to do. 

Seven days had already passed since the last time he used [Bold Explorer]. The cooldown had ended. 
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This ability was like some sort of crystal ball magic, superstitious in every way. However, after testing it 

out, its effect was exceptional. 

Han Xiao brought up the set of wormhole data that EsGod wanted and grinned slightly. 

“I can finally uncover the secret in this set of data!” 

Although he had already shared this set of data with the dynasty, and the dynasty’s Science Institute 

would most likely decipher it in the future to obtain accurate clues… 

Today, he decided to believe in superstition. 

Chapter 840 The Biggest Butterfly Effect! 

With the notification of [Bold Explorer] being activated popping up on the interface, Han Xiao’s sights 

were filled with another illusion. Knowing how this ability worked, he focused on what he was seeing. 

Two people appeared in the illusions, surrounded by messy black and blue space energy, like they were 

inside a wormhole path. 

These two people were familiar. One was his past self, and the other was the EsGod doppelganger. 

This set of wormhole data came from the wormhole that EsGod doppelganger had entered back when 

the two of them first fought. These were the images from that time. 

As the scene played on, his past self fled from the wormhole following the original event, while Han 

Xiao’s vision was locked onto the EsGod doppelganger, watching it flow between the streams of space 

energy. 
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“Come on.” Han Xiao was excited. 

When he banished the EsGod doppelganger, he had no idea what happened to it. Now, it seemed like he 

would finally learn about what happened to the EsGod doppelganger on the other side of the wormhole 

that made EsGod care so much about this set of data. 



The next moment, EsGod finally passed through the tunnel and was spat out by the wormhole, 

appearing in a pitch black cosmic space. 

Having realized that Han Xiao was not going there either, the EsGod doppelganger in the images looked 

a little angry, knowing that it had been tricked. It stopped for a while but then suddenly continuously 

teleported in one direction. Han Xiao’s vision followed it throughout. 
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Not long after, the EsGod suddenly stopped. A strange planet appeared in front of it. Above the 

atmosphere of this planet, there were multiple wormholes. Roots of enormous plants extended from 

within and connected to the planet surface. Waves of energy were flowing up the roots from the 

surface, like it was absorbing the nutrients of this planet. 

“This is…” Han Xiao’s pupils instantly constricted as he was astounded. 

He had never expected to see this thing here! 

Before he had time to think, a sudden change happened! 

Out of nowhere, multiple black space cracks opened beside the EsGod doppelganger. More than ten 

thin, long roots launched out from within like vines and wrapped around the EsGod doppelganger 

completely. 

At this time, the illusions disappeared, and the images stopped. Han Xiao’s vision returned to normal. 

“Sh*t, why did it stop there?” 

Han Xiao almost cussed. He was just paying full attention to what would happen to the EsGod 

doppelganger next, and it ended there‽ 

So upsetting! 
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Han Xiao took a deep breath and recalled what he had just seen. His expression was grave. 

If this piece of information was shown to anyone other than him, people would only feel it was weird 

and had no value. In fact, in this entire universe, he was probably the only one that knew what this 

information signified. 

He might very well be the only person that knew what these roots were. They came from the universal 

civilization that carried out a large-scale invasion in the later versions in his previous life—the World 

Tree Civilization! 

“There are still many versions till the World Tree Civilization version. Why is it appearing at this stage?” 

Han Xiao subconsciously bit his fingernails. His expression was extremely grave. 

He finally understood. It turned out that this set of wormhole data connected to the World Tree 

Civilization’s territory, and the EsGod doppelganger went there out of pure coincidence! 



The World Tree Civilization was located in the unexplored universe that was extremely far from the 

known universe. The three civilizations and the World Tree Civilization were both unaware of each 

other’s existence. To a powerful civilization, exploring unknown areas was a must, so their meeting 

would happen sooner or later. In the later versions in his previous life, the World Tree Civilization 

discovered the existence of the three civilizations and decided to invade in the end. Just like that, an 

astronomically huge universal war erupted. 

However, at this stage, the two sides should not have had any contact at all! 

“Without me, the DarkStar leader would not have brought along an EsGod doppelganger to attack me, 

and EsGod would not have met the World Tree Civilization. Sh*t, this might be the biggest butterfly 

effect I have ever caused…” 

Han Xiao’s expression was grave. 

The footage he had just watched contained a lot of information. 

He knew that the World Tree Civilization was a civilization with a very special structure. The World Tree 

was equivalent to their Universal Treasure, and a Universal Treasure of the highest grade at that. It was 

worshipped and nourished by the entire civilization, at the same time bringing incomparable benefits to 

the civilization. 

The World Tree’s roots were in another dimension and had very sharp senses for energy, which was 

what led to it discovering the EsGod doppelganger. Although he did not know what happened to the 

EsGod doppelganger next, it was clear that he did something, given how persistent he was about this set 

of wormhole data. The two of them must have made contact! 

“EsGod probably wants this set of data so he can find out the exact location of the World Tree 

Civilization. He said that’s the hope for his evolution. Was this *sshole deluded by the World Tree 

Civilization and now wants to be their guide‽” 

Having thought of this possibility, Han Xiao’s expression changed. 

If the World Tree Civilization discovered the location of the three civilizations because of the EsGod 

doppelganger’s visit, the World Tree Civilization’s invasion might erupt in advance. That would be a 

disaster to the entire known universe! 

If the war with the World Tree Civilization happened before it should, the storyline he was familiar with 

would be completely gone. The advantage he had of knowing things before others would be almost 

useless, and at the same time, he would lose the precious time to increase his strength. 

Although he was already Beyond Grade A, in such a gigantic galactical war that matched the exploration 

era war, even Beyond Grade As would not be able to ensure their own survival. 

After all, there were way too many Beyond Grade As who died in this war in his previous life. 

“Luckily, that’s just one of EsGod’s doppelgangers. With his personality, he might not have told anyone 

about it at all…” 

This guy wanted to find the location of the World Tree Civilization and not wait for their arrival, which 

meant that EsGod might not have exposed any information of the known universe. 



With the current situation, the only thing Han Xiao could do was pray that EsGod did not tell the World 

Tree Civilization about the existence of the three civilizations. 
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However, if EsGod was allowed to keep studying this set of data, he would have results sooner or later 

and drag everyone into the flames of war. No one would be able to exclude themselves. 

This was a ticking time bomb that could not be ignored! 

“I can’t let him keep studying it…” Han Xiao clenched his teeth. 

To this moment, he had only fought EsGod twice. Although they were enemies, he knew that he would 

not be able to do anything to EsGod for the time being. 

Today, however, for the first time, a clear and straightforward murderous intent for EsGod was born in 

Han Xiao’s mind. He wanted to kill him as soon as possible! 

“Given the fact that EsGod can survive between the gaps of the three civilizations, looking for the 

dynasty’s help would most likely be useless. I also don’t have any way to prove the existence of the 

World Tree Civilization, so the dynasty will not insist on getting rid of EsGod…” 

The information obtained through [Bold Explorer] could not be displayed to anyone else but him. Even if 

he told the dynasty what he had seen, there was no way the dynasty would believe the existence of the 

World Tree Civilization. The only way to make the dynasty believe it was to interrogate EsGod, the 

witness. 

However, in order to interrogate, they had to at least capture him; he would not deliberately share this 

information otherwise. 

Han Xiao frowned. He realized that there was not much exterior help he could obtain on this matter. 

Unless… the dynasty had also completed studying this set of data and somehow discovered the World 

Tree Civilization without being discovered themselves. In that case, in order to keep the existence of 

their known universe a secret, the dynasty would have a strong reason to eliminate EsGod. 

“Tough, the requirements are too difficult. Although the dynasty have the experience of the exploration 

era and know to hide themselves from unfamiliar entities, with the currently existing laws, the dynasty 

might actively make contact.” Han Xiao shook his head in resignation. If he had known that this set of 

wormhole data led to the World Tree Civilization, he would have never given it to the dynasty to study. 

There were too many uncontrollable factors. If anything went wrong, the universal war that should only 

happen in the later versions would have a very high chance of erupting in advance. 

“I’m the only one that knows about this now, and it’s too difficult to solve this problem properly just by 

myself…” 

Han Xiao was feeling low. 

“Dealing with EsGod has to be done much sooner than I planned to. I’m not strong enough yet to fight 

EsGod alone… Sigh, the EXP penalty period is so long…” 



… 

After staying for more than half a month on Planet Lighthouse, the new exploration teams finally arrived 

at the Flickering World from afar. 

Tarrokov met with the leaders of those new exploration teams in the base. Han Xiao came to meet with 

the members of this second batch of the exploration teams, planning to show his face and make new 

friends. 

Inside the meeting room, the people swarmed in and instantly saw Tarrokov, who was waiting there. 

They then looked to the side and saw Han Xiao. 

“Greetings, Chief Commander Tarrokov, Your Excellency Black Star.” 

The commanders of these Star Cluster civilization exploration teams there were all familiar with this new 

dynasty ally who possessed the Evolution Cube. They looked at Han Xiao with curiosity, and Han Xiao 

nodded back at them. 

“Haha, we meet again.” Beyoni laughed. “I heard the Arcane Church is planning to attack you. Looks like 

you need my help.” 

Suddenly, someone beside cut in and said, “Our help.” 

Han Xiao turned and sized this person up. The voice came from an illuminating energy body with a 

human shape. Bright red energy flowed through this person like liquid flames. He had no mouth or nose, 

only a pair of bright golden dragon eyes. 

“You are…” Han Xiao was stunned about the fact that he did not recognize this person. 

“Milizaus,” this energy body said with a calm tone. “Don’t be surprised. This is just an energy apparition. 

My main body did not land here.” 

Having his confusion resolved, Han Xiao shook hands with this energy apparition. “It’s an honor to meet 

you, king of the Dragonblood Nation, leader of the Starry Spiritual Dragon Race.” 

At the same time, he secretly entered the quantum network vision and looked at the exterior 

atmosphere of Planet Lighthouse through the surveillance devices of the base. 

A gigantic dragon with the size of almost a main ship was floating in the upper atmosphere. A long beard 

hung from its head, and diamond shaped dragon scales covered its body. Even the smallest scale was a 

few meters long. The body of the dragon had a mixed color of silver, purple, and green, as if bright star 

light was flowing between the gaps of the dragon scales. Although it was huge, it still looked agile with 

its streamlined body. 

This was a Starry Spiritual Dragon. Even within the same race, this size was still impressive. This was 

indeed Milizaus’ main body—he was a non-humanoid intelligent species. 

The Starry Spiritual Dragon Race was a descendant race of a Beyond Grade A Magic Azure Dragon. They 

were born with a talent for magic. Although their reproduction capabilities were not high, an adult 

Starry Spiritual Dragon would have the power of a Grade B at least. The percentage of Calamity Grades 

in their race was exceptionally high. 



Milizaus was the second Beyond Grade A in this descendant race. He was a unique giant dragon Mage. 

He had both the specialties of a normal Mage and a circuit mage and could learn all kinds of spells. 

However, when using the legacy spells of the dragon race, its power would be greatly enhanced. 

Currently, Milizaus was the leader of this entire descendant race; his position was somewhat similar to 

Manison, who led the Mechanical Race. 

Furthermore, as dragons were long-lived, Milizaus was also a member of the Ancient Ones. He indeed 

was the Ancient One Dynasty ally other than Ravenlaude. 

The Ancient Ones were a very loose group, so his standpoint with Ravenlaude was different. To some 

extent, one could even say their relationship was not exactly good. Ravenlaude was a Mage too, but 

their beliefs in magic conflicted. 

Obviously, Milizaus had already become a new species and was no longer a pure Starry Spiritual Dragon. 

Due to how large his main body was, he usually used an energy apparition to communicate with others. 

“I’ve heard a lot about you, the undying Black Star.” Milizaus’ voice was ancient and husky, but his 

personality was quite cheerful and not as cold as Clotti’s. This was mainly because they were both 

Beyond Grade As, so they could communicate on equal grounds. 
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“With me here, you don’t have to worry about the Arcane Church. They might not dare to act anymore 

seeing that I’m here.” 

“Haha, then I will have to prepare the Evolution Cube for you.” Han Xiao chuckled. “By the way, are you 

interested in making another deal with me? It’s also related to the Evolution Cube.” 

“Oh?” Milizaus was interested. “You know me well. Sure, when we’re done with the meeting, let’s have 

a proper chat.” 

Ravenlaude glanced at Han Xiao with a faint sneer. He then nodded at him as a form of greeting and sat 

down with the others without saying anything. 

Due to Aesop, Ravenlaude did not want to be too close to Black Star. As a Mage, he was not too 

interested in the Evolution Cube. Furthermore, both of them were exploring the Garu Star Cluster, so 

they were competitors. Factoring all that in, Ravenlaude did not want the relationship between the two 

of them to go any further—he was not someone who liked to do networking. 

 


